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WASHINGTON -The Pentagon paid $20 apiece for plastic ice cube trays that once cost it 85 cents. It paid a supplier more than $81 
apiece for coffeemakers that it bought for years for just $29 from the manufacturer. 

That's because instead of getting competitive bids or buying directly from manufacturers like it used to, the Pentagon is using middlemen 
who set their own prices. It's the equivalent of shopping for weekly groceries at a convenience store. 

And it's costing taxpayers 20 percent more than the old system, a Knight Ridder investigation found. 

The ·higher prices are the result of a Defense Department purchasing program called prime vendor, which favors a handful of firms. Run by 
the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), the program is based on a military procurement strategy to speed delivery of supplies such as 
bananas and bolts to troops in the field. 

Military bases still have the option of getting competitive bids, but the Pentagon has encouraged ther:n to use the prime vendor system. At 
the DLA's main purchasing center in Philadelphia, prime vendor sales increased from $2.3 billion in 2002 to $7.4 billion in the fiscal year 
that ended Sept. 30. 

The Defense Department touts the program as one of its "best practices" and credits it with timely deliveries that have eliminated the need 
for expensive inventories and warehousing. For purchases under the food prime-vendor program alone, DLA claimed a savings of $250 
million in five years . 

. those savings would have happened even without turning to the prime vendor program, competing suppliers say. For years, most 
suppliers have offered goods on an as-needed basis so that the military doesn't need to store them in costly warehouses. 

Knight Ridder chose to examine just one aspect of military purchasing - food equipment - but the prime vendor program is being used 
increasingly for everything the Pentagon buys. 

"There is nothing prime about the program. In fact, it's very expensive," said Keith Ashdown, vice president of the Washington-based 
nonprofit Taxpayers for Common Sense. "They have reduced competition and now we're seeing them pay higher prices." 

In response, DLA warned that comparing prime vendor and non-prime vendor prices - as Knight Ridder did - is "extremely difficult" 
because shipping, installation and special modifications to items may result in higher charges. 

Though DLA officials refused to be interviewed for this story, they did answer some questions by e-mail. 

DLA said that price comparisons "do not take into account the large investment, infrastructure and manpower savings the government 
realizes from its prime vendor program." Others say these are savings that would be realized in any event, as long as the government 
bought from suppliers, prime or non-prime, willing to deliver just in time. 

In thousands of purchases of food service equipment items, Knight Ridder found massive markups. The case of a special 7-foot 
refrigerator-freezer for airplanes illustrates the problem. 

MGR Equipment Co. of Inwood, N.Y., which makes the unit, charged DLA $17,267 in 2003 for each one. That's the price that MGR 
~sident Gerald Ross said he charges everyone. 

In September 2004, prime vendor Lankford Sysco Food Services Inc. sold the government nine MGR refrigerators for $32,642.50 apiece -
a markup of 89 percent. The government paid $138,445 extra, when all prices were adjusted for inflation into 2005 dollars. 

"We'd like to see the government get the best pricing, but we get the same amount regardless of whether we sell to (a prime vendor) or 
whatever," Ross saiQ. "The government is aware of this. They're aware they're paying a premium for going through prime vendors." 

Lankford Sysco didn't respond to three phone calls for comment. 

http://www.twincities.com/mld/twincities/news/12974204.htm?template::;=contentModules/printstory.jsp . 10/24/2005 
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The markups upset Charles Jones, president of Commercial Marketing Co., a Columbia, S.C., vendor cut out of .the prime vendor program. 
He sells kitchen equipment, but because of the prime vendor program, his sales are limited to just a few bases. 

"What value is this prime vendor program adding? Zero," Jones said. "We think it's a crooked deal." 

Another government agency, the General Services Administration, has its own purchasing system that the military can use. And it's 
cheaper. 

Jones and Eagle Marketing of Houston, a vendor not in the prime system, compared the DLA's prime vendor prices with how much the 
GSA pays for the same food service equipment. The DLA's prime vendor prices were 39 percent higher. · 

·eagle President Paul Fellencer sends letters to potential military customers touting the lower prices he charges. For example, Fellencer 
pointed out in one letter that the DLA bought a warming oven for $2,089. "If this item had been purchased through a GSA contract, you 
would have paid only $1,727!" he said. 

The Virginia-based DLA is the largest of the military's combat support departments. The agency "supplies almost every consumable item 
America's military services need to operate," according to its brochure. That amounted to $31 billion in sales in the budget year that ended 
Sept. 30. At DLA's lead supply center, in Philadelphia, nearly 60 percent of sales were through the prime vendor program. 

Knight Ridder Newspapers conducted a computer database analysis of prices charged by a small segment of prime vendors and how much 
the DLA paid for the same items from companies outside the prime vendor program. The database comprised 122 separate food 
equipment items purchased by the DLA between 1996 and 2005. In all, 2.37 million pieces of equipment were involved, costing the 
government a total of $37 million. 

Prices were tracked using a database run by Bidli~k, an Ohio company that monitors government purchases. 

The average prime vendor price - when adjusted for inflation - was higher for 102 of the 122 items. Even with this small sample of 
purchases, Knight Ridder found the government spent $1.2 million more than it needed to by using the prime vendor system. 

A few examples illustrate how the system can cost taxpayers more than necessary: 

In August 2003, the Defense Department paid $20.23 each for two ice cube trays from prime vendor Lankford Sysco. A month earlier, 
• •nkford Sysco charged the department $15 apiece for two ice cube trays. But in July 2002, the Defense Department bought 171 of the 

ne ice cube trays from Appliance Parts Distributors - not a prime vendor; the. price was 85 cents each. 

Before the prime vendor program started for food service equipment in 1999, the Defense Department bought coffeemakers from West 
Bend for $28.96 apiece, which, when adjusted for inflation, would now cost $33. But in March 2003 - just four years after getting the $29 
coffeemakers - Lankford Sysco billed the Defense Department $81.24 for each West Bend coffeemaker. 

This January, the Pentagon bought nine charcoal grills from the biggest of the prime vendors, Gill Marketing, paying $290 apiece. The 
same grill 29 months earlier cost $145 from a non-prime vendor. On average, taxpayers paid $227 in current inflation-adjusted dollars for 
the grill when the Pentagon used prime vendors, but only $132, when adjusted for inflation, when it bought competitively. 

One manufacturer who previously sold directly to the government but now sells to the prime vendors said .the system doesn't make sense. 

"I resent it as a taxpayer," said the firm's chief executive, who spoke on the condition of anonymity for fear of losing business. "Before 
we'd sell it to them (the Defense Department) at a hell of a lot less money. I don't make that money on it. Dietary (one of the prime 
vendors) is making money hands over fist .... It makes no sense." 

A second manufacturing CEO, who also asked not to be identified for the same fear of losing what little business is left, called it "three
card Monte economics." A third company president said the "prime vendor program is mismanaged; the costs are way, way too high." 

In June, DLA announced that it had awarded the prime vendor food contracts to four companies: Dietary Equipment of Columbia, S.C.; Gill 
Marketing Inc. of Phoenix; JAL Enterprises of Hampton, Va.; and FEM Food Equipment Marketing Inc. of Rockville, Md. 

"'fficials at Dietary, Gill, JAL and Lankford Sysco, which had been a prime vendor until this summer, either declined to speak with Knight 
Jder for this story or didn't respond to repeated requests for interviews. FEM is a new prime vendor, so the database analysis didn't 

Tftclude purchases from FEM. 

Dietary Equipment President Wade Hampton Oliver Jr. said in a letter last week that price isn't the only factor to consider in the prime 
vendor program. 

"The prime vendor system in part replaced thousands of Department of Defense officials and allowed the closing of many Department of 
Defense supply depots," Oliver wrote. · 

http://www.twincities.com/mld/twincities/news/12974204.htm?template=contentModules/printstory.jsp 10/24/2005 
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Defenders of the prime vendor program highlight its speed: Fast deliveries eliminate the need for stocking and warehousing, shifting those 
costs to manufacturers and vendors. The DLA borrowed these cost-saving strategies from the private sector, which successfully 
experimented with the consolidation of supply chains in the 1980s; 

It's not only the DLA and its prime vendors who extol the program. Their praise is echoed on military bases across the nation. 

Fort Jackson in Columbia, S.C., has used a prime vendor for food since 1994 and Dietary as its prime vendor for food service equipment 
since 1999. 

"The program is very effective," said Michael Heckman, a civilian who places the orders for the base. "We've got a good choice of brands." 

- base frequently compares prices, he said. While prime vendor prices often reflect small markups, "it's nothing that would make you 
not want to use the prime vendor." 

But critics of the program say the advantages offered by prime vendors are overstated. 

"Once the order gets here, we can turn it around as fast or faster than the prime vendor," Eagle's Fellencer said. 

Rep. James Clyburn, D-S.C., called for an investigation of the program. 

"Can Congress do anything? Yes. Will Congress do anything? No," he said. 

Tom Schatz, president of the Washington-based, nonprofit Citizens Against Government Waste, said: "It's supposed to save money, and 
it's well-intentioned but doesn't do what it's supposed to. People figure out how to take advantage of it." 

Knight Ridder special correspondent Ely Portillo contributed to this report. 

:ti 2005 KRT Wire and wire service sources. All Rights Reserved. 
http:! f"\'r'WW .twincities.com 
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Compare specifications. 
No matter what you want, there's a Cirrus SR model just waiting for you. 

SPECIFICATIONS SRV-G2 SR20-G2/GTS SR22-G2/GTS 

PERFORMANCE 

takeoff 1341 ft 1341 ft 1020 ft 

takeoff [50' object] 1958 ft 1958 ft 1575 ft 

climb rate 900 ft/min 900 ft/min 1400 ft/min 

stall speed w/flaps 56 KIAS 56 KIAS 59 KIAS 

cruise speed [75% power] 150 KTAS 156 KTAS 185 KTAS 

cruise range w/reserve 634 nm 733 nm 700 nm 

maximum range 865 nm 882 nm over 1000 nm 

landing ground roll 1014 ft 1014 ft 1140 ft 

landing over 50' object 2040 ft 2040 ft 2325 ft 

ENGINE 

manufacturer Continental Continental Continental 

model I0-360-ES I0-360-ES I0-550-N 

horsepower 200 200 310 

PROPELLER 

diameter 76" 76" 78" 
111 Download the comQlete CIRRUS 
brochure. description 2 blade 2 blade 3 blade 

speed constant constant constant 

SPECIFICATIONS 

length 26' 26' 26' 

height 8 16 11 8 16 11 8'7" 

wingspan 35'7" 35'7" 38'6" 

wing area 135 sq ft 135 sq ft 144.9 sq ft 

cabin length 130" 130" 130" 

cabin width 49" 49" 49" 

cabin height 50" 50" 50" 

landing gear fixed, tricycle fixed, tricycle fixed, tricycle 

DESIGN WEIGHTS & LOADING 

maximum gross wt. 3000 lbs 3000 lbs 3400 lbs 

standard empty wt. 2050 lbs 2070 lbs 2250 lbs 

useful load 950 lbs 930 lbs 1150 lbs 

useful fuel capacity 56 gal/336 lbs 56 gal/336 lbs 81 gal/486 lbs 

full fuel payload 614lbs 594lbs 664lbs 

http://www.cirrusdesign.com/aircraft/sr20specs/body.asp 10/18/2005 
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CIRRUS PHILOSOPHY 

The Value Equation.· 

Deliver the highest quality aircraft available in class, at reasonable 
cost, incorporate best available safety technology ... 

changes the entire GA industry and equals ... 

CUSTOMER VALUE! 





Superior Products - Enhanced Comfort 

•Interior 
resembles a 
modem luxury car 

• Cockpit features 
superior headroom 
and legroom 

• Exceptional 
visibility from any 
seat in the cabin 

• Ergonomically 
_designed controls 



. Superior Products - Unparalleled Safety 

• Avionics provide enhanced 
situational awareness 

• Wing design to enhance stall behavior 

• Composite structure provides greater 
structural integrity 

• Each aircraft is equipped with a Cirrus 
Airframe Parachute System ("CAPS") 



Local Impact: Duluth 

June COPA migration brings 325 guests to Duluth for a three day event. 

July & August Cirrus hosted our annual "Supplier Symposium" 140 suppliers visit Duluth for a three day session. 

Constant supplier and vendor negotiations. 

Results in local economies? 

Customer Deliveries (additional local impact) 

500 aircraft deliveries - Average of 1. 5 guests per delivery - Average of four days in delivery and training 

3, 000 Room nights in local lodging 

400 to 500 car rentals 

8,000 to 9,000 meals 

Other entertainment I tourism options for guests 



Local Impact: Duluth 

• Purchased Products (Local - Twin Ports) 
- $13,250,000 in 2004 

• ·Goods & Services for inclusion into SR20 and SR22 Aircraft 

• Does_not include CDC payroll 

• Purchased Products (Local - State of Minnesota) 
- $31,500,000 in 2004 

• Goods & Services for inclusion into SR20 and SR22 Aircraft 

• Does not include CDC payroll 

• Payroll Calculation for CDC Duluth 
- $33,500,000 in 2004 
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STEVE MURPHY 
Senator 28th District 
306 State Capitol Building 
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 
St. Paul, MN 55155-1606 

Phone: (651) 296-4264 
Fax: (651) 225-7561 
E-Mail: sen.steve.murphy@senate.mn 

October 17, 2005 

Jim Nobles, Legislative Auditor 
Room 140, 658 Cedar Street 
Saint Paul, :MN 55155 

Dear Mr. Nobles: 

en ate 
State of Minnesota 

As Chair of the Senate Transportation Committee, I have been monitoring the 'bidding procedures 
used by the Department of Transportation to purchase a new aircraft for the state. I understand your 
office has opened an investigation into the handling of this purchase. I am writing to document my 
concerns and to let you know I wholeheartedly support this investigation. 

I am concerned about at.least two aspects of the acquisition process used by Mn/DOT in this situation: 
the structuring of the bid for a single aircraft; and the changes made in product specifications to 
remove a potential vendor from the competition -- a vendor which had, up to that point, worked 
extensively with Mn/DOT employees to assure that its aircraft met Mn/DOT's aircraft capability 
needs. 

Mn/DOT's handling of this transaction has financial implications for the state. The aircraft purchased 
was twice as expensive as a similar aircraft which, according to Mn/DOT's own employees, met the 
agency's specifications. Alarmingly, this unnecessary expense was incurred at a time when the 
Legislature was in the middle of contentious negotiations over budget cuts necessitated by the state's 
general fund deficit. The process used in this transaction has also seriously alienated a Minnesota 
company with a long history of investment and growth in our state. 

The documents I have seen thus far lead me to conclude that the wording on the bid request may have 
been manipulated to benefit a particular vendor and that circulation of the bid request may have been 
designed to reduce the potential number of bidders. 

The procedures used by Mn/DOT on this contract urgently need your attention and I am pleased you 
are moving forward on an investigation. I am especially interested to know whether, in your opinion, 
Mn/DOT' s actions complied with the intent and letter of Minnesota law with respect to the bidding of 
public contracts and whether the procedures used in this instance constitute an isolated event or a 
common practice at the agency. 

I thank you in advance for your help on this important matter. 

ena r Steve Murphy 
Chair, Senate Transportation C 
Senate District 28 

ittee 

COMMJTTEES: Chair, Transportation • Chair, Transportation Budget Division • 
Agriculture, Veterans, and Gaming • Capital Investment• Finance 5~66 
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STEVE MURPHY 
Senator 28th District 
306 State Capitol Building 
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 
St. Paul, MN 55155-1606 

Phone: (651) 296-4264 
Fax: (651) 225-7561 
E-Mail: sen.steve.murphy@senate.mn 

October 18, 2005 

Dana B. Badgerow, Commissioner 
Department of Administration 
200 Administration Building 
50 Sherburne Ave. 
St. Paul, MN 55155 

Dear Commissioner Badgerow, 

enate 
State of Minnesota 

On Monday, October 24, 2005, at 1:00 pm, in room G-15 ofthe'State Capitol, I am 
holding a meeting of the Senate's Transportation Committee to investigate the recent 
purchase of a Beechcraft Airplane by the Department of Transportation. Because of your 
Department's important role in the bidding process used to acquire this plane, I am 
asking that you and your staff that were involved in this bid be present at the hearing to 
discuss the details of how this transaction was handled. The meeting may last until 4:00 
pm, and I would request that you plan to make yourself available throughout the entire 
hearing. 

Because ·of how vital you and your staff's input will be in this discussion, I hope that you 
can respond to this request no later than Thursday, October20, 2005, at noon. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

STEVE 
Senator, 28th Distri 
Chair, Senate Transportation Committee 

COMMITTEES: Chair, Transportation • Chair, Transportation Budget Division • 
Agriculture, Veterans, and Gaming • Capital Investment • Finance 5~66 



October 6, 2005 

Jim Nobles, Legislative Auditor 
Room 140 
658 Cedar Street 
Saint Paul, MN 55155 

Dear Mr. Nobles: 

Senate 
State of Minnesota 

·we recently met with William King, the Vice President of Business Administration with 
Cirrus Design Corporation, based in Duluth. He brought to our attention a bidding 
process undertaken by the Department of Transportation's Office of Aeronautics that Mr. 
King thought raised questions. 

In July, 2005, the Office of Aeronautics was seeking bids for a new aircraft for the State 
of Minnesota. The projectspecifications stated that the aircraft "must have an airframe 
with no current limitations on its service life." (See Utility Aircraft Specifications, line 
1.6, attached) A life limitation is a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulation 
placed on all new aircraft. All aircraft certified since 1968 are required to be tested to 
prove a specific life limitation. However, the aircraft ultimately purchased by the Office 

4 

of Aeronautics was certified in 1947, and thus has not been tested for life limitation. The 
aircraft purchased by the Office of Aeronautics is the only aircraft on the market that can 
claim "no current limitations on its service life," because under the FAA regulations, it is 
notrequired to be tested. 

We request that the Office of the Legjslative Auditor conduct an investigation into the 
Office of Aeronautics bidding process to determine if the bid specifications were 
designed so that only one aircraft could meet them. 

Sincerely, 

A I . 
/ i J/) '· / 

,. ' .... / '. ! .• ·' .:ii 1~ £(/( 
...__ .. ·· !/\'•;\I '. '· :} . r• '-

•I· J'i/i).lJ./1 u 
i '-" 

Thomas Bakk 
State Senator 

Dennis Frederickson 
State Senator 

/ X2LL~~~--_,,_._.,,, . 
Dallas Sams 
State Senator 

~ 
LeRoitumpf 
State Senator 



, ' 
.~ .. .~ \, 

Attached:· Letter to Sen. Lanseth from William King 
Specifications Document ·· 

-Utility Aircraft Specifications (pg. 16-18) 
Bid Time]ine-- Floyd Gutowski, Regjonal Sales Mgr., Cinus Design 
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October 3, 2005 

Honorable Senator Keith Langseth 
Wilmar, :MN 

Dear Senator Langseth, 

I have taken the time to.gjve you an oveffiew of the recent offensive actions ot the State of 
·.Minnesota, Department of Aeronautics. The purpose of this letter is to give you the snap-shot 

version of events that led to our comments below. I trust that you will find a more receptive 
.audience ip Staint Paul than we have. We remain mystified as to why there has been absolutely 
no action on the part of the State, and as such our frustration continues to grow. As you review 
the following comments, please feel free to contact me with any questions. · 

OVERVJEW: 

The State of Minnesota's actions during their recent aircraft acquisition have ·greatly offended 
and infuriated the Cirrus Design Corporation. Although we had clearly met all of the 
specifications to bid this aircraft, the Department of Aeronautics intentionally "played games" 
with the bidding process to.prevent us from being able to participate. This disgraceful behavior 
on the part of the State constitutes fraudulent "bid-rigging." I should think the Governor, and 
more specifically, the Lieutenant Governor (who serves as the Commissioner of Transportation) 
would be ashamed of their behavior. 

In addition to the Department of Aeronautics' illegal handling of the bid, members of Governor 
Pawlenty's staff, who were dearly advised of the matter three days before the bid letting, failed 
to take action to halt the proceedings. They disregarded the information, proceeded to open the 
bid.s and award the contract, knowing full well that the process had been rigged to keep Cirrus 
Design from being able to bid~ after agreeing we met the specifications in the first place. 

To make things worse, we personal1y contacted the Commissioner of Aeronautics, Ray Rought, 
prior to the bid date, and questioned him regarding the legitimacy of the process. Commissioner 
Rought explained that the Department had received more funding from the Legislature than they 
actually thought they would, and as such, decided to purchase. a more. expensive aircraft. They 
then narrowly re-constructed the specifications to allow them to replace one of their aircraft with 
a new Beechcraft Bonanza (an aircraft known for high quality -like the Cirrus-but oflesser value 
when measured by the cost against the mission requirements originally specified). Simpjy said, 
it is a very good aircraft but considerably more expensive with fewer features, and does not meet 
- or for that matter come close 10 meeting - the current FA.A-certification requirements. Yet it 
was those very certification requirements (limitations to life of an airframe) the Department used 
to keep us from being able to bid. To those who know about such things:. thjs is an absolutely 
outrageous and obvious abuse of a public. bidding process. Shame on them! 

The storv of A1an and Dale K1apmeier 2rowjn2 this business from 35 emp}ovees in 1993. when -· .. ......... ...._ - .,; . 

we moved from Central \\l]sconsin to Duluth is truly phenomen&L Over 1he past nvelve years~ 
\Ve have overcome immense odds and fought the commerce bart1e to the best of our abilities 10 



position ourselves as a leader~ not just within the industry, but as a quality corporate citizen. We 
have ahvays anticipated having to face intense competition to be the leaders in this tough 
industry~ but never anticipated having to fight our oym home team crowd. 

This battle has come at a cost that is actually hard to define. We at Cinus Design find. oocselves 
at a loss for words to express our dismay at the lack of integrity displayed by those that clearly 
know better. \Ne are now over lwo months beyond this terrible event with the State, and have 
yet to have either the Govemor7 or anyone actually associated 'vith this issue, ·make there way to 
Duluth to meet with us and explain what happened in Saint Paul, in spite of our having made the 
request. 

How does this translate in terms of our future? While we realize that good business deCisions are · 
not made in haste, we wait to se:e what comes of tllls issue in the long term.· We· believe in 
Duluth~ but find ourselves jn1ense]y frustrated and disappointed. This recent event leaves a bitter 
taste in the mouth of everyone on our senior management team. 

We are aware that in business there are always those who cheer for your demise. It is tembly 
hard, however, to hear such cheering coming from inside our own state capital! The lack of 
reasonable (or any for that matter) response, nc~w nearly ten weeks after the.damage is done, 
leaves that very impression. This js a black eye for the State of1\1innesota and a blow to one of 
its own upstanding businesses. · · 

--- End of statement ---

Again~ thank you for your continued support of our project. \Ne remain open to discussing any 
or a11 of this information as you may see fit. 

/,Yours very t~lY:. 

. -b,(~~;='. . \. 
Wi11iam 1~mg · 
Vice President Business Administrmion 
Cirrus Design Corporation 
4515 Taylor Circie 
Duluth~ :MN 55811 
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STEVE MURPHY 
Senator 28th District 
306 State Capitol Building 
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 
St. Paul, MN 55155-1606 enate 
Phone: (651) 296-4264 
Fax: (651) 225-7561 State of Minnesota 

. E-Mail: sen.steve.murphy@senate.mn 

October 18, 2005 

Matt Kramer, Commissioner 
Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development 
1st National Bank Building 
332 Minnesota Street, Suite E200 
St. Paul, MN 55101-1351 

Dear Commissioner Kramer, 

On Monday, October 24, 2005, at 1 :00 pm, in room G-15 of the State Capitol, I am 
holding a meeting of the Senate's Transportation Committee to investigate the recent 
purchase of a Beechcraft Airplane by the Department of Transportation. Because of the 
effects this purchase had on a Minnesota-based company, I am asking that you and your 
selected staffbe present at the hearing and prepared to answer committee member's 
questions regarding Cirrus Design. The meeting may last until 4:00 pm, and I would 
reque~t that you plan to make yourself available throughout the entire hearing. 

Because of how vital you and your staff's input will be in this discussion, I hope that you 
can respond to this request no later than Thursday, October 20, 2005, at noon. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

ST VE 
Senator, 28th District 
Chair, Senate Transportation Committee 

C01\1MJTIEES: Chair, Transportation • Chair, Transportation Budget Division • 
Agriculture, Veterans, and Gaming • Capital Investment • Finance 5~66 
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STEVE MURPHY 
' Senator 28th District 

306 State Capitol Building 
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 
St. Paul, MN 55155-1606 

Phone: (651) 296-4264 
Fax: (651) 225-7561 
E-Mail: sen.steve.murphy@senate.mn 

October 17, 2005 

The Honorable Carol Molnau 
Lt. Governor/Commissioner of Transportation 
Minnesota Department of Transportation 
395 John Ireland Blvd. 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899 

Dear Commissioner Molnau: 

en ate 
State of Minnesota 

HAND-DELIVERED 

The Senate Transportation Committee has rescheduled the hearing abouf'.the bidding 
process used by Mn/DOT in its recent purchase of an aircraft for the agency. The hearing 
has been rescheduled for Monday, October 24, 2005at1:00 P.M. in Room 15 of the 
State Capitol. 

I ask that you attend this hearing in its entirety and that you be personally prepared to 
answer questions about the airplane purchase. Members of the Committee believe that 
you, as the leader of the agency, are in the best position to answer our questions. 

Committee members would also like to ask questions of Mn/DOT staff members who 
worked directly with Cirrus Design Corporation on the design requirements and 
capabilities for the aircraft purchase, including.Ray Rought, Jack Lynch, Steven Hurvitz, 
Duane Dunconson and Larry Myking. 

Clearly, the process used for purchasing the Beechcraft Bonanza raises important issues 
with respect to how Mn/DOT handles its major purchases. It is my hope that you share 
and understand our concerns and that any prior commitments which you have can be 
rescheduled to accommodate the Monday hearing. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Members of the Committee look forward to 
asking questions and discussing this issue with you on the 24th. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Senator Steve Murphy, Chair 
Se_nate Transportation Committee 

COM:MITIEES: Chair, Transportation • Chair, Transportation Budget Division • 
Agriculture, Veterans, and Gaming • Capital Investment •Finance 5~66 



• Design Weigh.ts 

Max. Ramp Weight ............................................................................. 3,663 lb. 
Max. Takeoff Weight .......................................................................... 3,650 lb. 
Max. Landing Weight ................... : ...................................................... 3,650 lb. 
Max. Zero Fuel Weight * .................................................................... 3,509 lb. 
Fuel Capacity' ......................................................................................... 444 lb. 

*Calculated weight based on MTOW minus fuel required to fly 1.5 hours at HSC. 

Basic Empty Weight** ....................................................................... 2,480 lb. 
1 pilot .................................................................................................... 170 lb. 

Basic Operating Weight.. ..................................................................... 2,650 lb. 

Prop De-ice ................................................................................................ 5 lb. 
Air Conditioning ....................................................................................... 65 lb. 

• Typically ...,,,. .... ,.,.,.,..cu• Basic Operating Weight ...................................... 2,720 

Max. Payload (without pilot) .................................................................. 959 lb. 
Useful Load (without pilot) ................................................................. 1, 113 lb; 

**Basic Empty Weight includes standard interior, avionics, unusable fuel and oil 

• 

(1,662 kg.) 
(1,656 kg.) 
(1,656 kg.) 
(1,592 kg.) 

(201 kg.) 

(1,125 kg.) 
(77 kg.) 

(1,202 kg.) 

(2 kg.) 
(30 kg.) 

(1,234 kg.) 

(435 kg.) 
(505 kg.) 
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Characteristics 

Seating (Crew+ Pax) ......................................................................... 1 + 4 I 5 
Wing Loading ............................................................................ 20.2 lb./sq. ft. 
Power Loading ........................................................................... 12.17 lb./SHP 
Noise: Takeoff .................................................................................. 76.7 dBA 

Dimensions 

Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 ft. 6 in. 
Height................................................................................................ 8 ft. 7 in. 
Span.................................................................................................. 33 ft. 6 in. 

Engines 

. Man.ufacturer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . Teledyne-Continental 
Model ............................................................................................... 10-550-B 
Output .................................................................................................. 300 hp 
Inspection Interval ............................................................................. 1,700 hrs. 

Weights 

Max Ramp .......................................................................................... 3,663 lb. 
Max Takeoff ....................................................................................... 3,650 lb. 
Max Lan.ding ....................................................................................... 3,650 lb. 
Max Zero Fuel .................................................................................... 3,509 lb. 
Typically Equipped Basic Operating ................................................... 2, 720 lb. 

BJl'dl>-...Tan-:ut I Capacities 

Max Payload (without pilot) ................................................................... 959 lb. 
Useful Load (without pilot) ................................................................. 1,113 lb. 
Max Fuel Capacity ................................................................................. 444 lb. 
(1 US gal= 6.0 lb./US gal.) .............................................................. 74 US gal. 
Fuel w/max payload ............................................................................... 154 lb. 

(8.38 m) 
(2.62 m) 

(10.21 m) 

(1,662 kg.) 
(1,656 kg.) 
(1,656 kg.) 
(1,592 kg.) 
(1,234 kg.) 

(435 kg.) 
(505 kg.) 
(201 kg.) 

(70 kg.) 

• 

• 
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• Lengtll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 ft. 7 in. 
Heigllt ............................................................................................. ,·. 4 ft. 2 in. 
Width. ................................................................................................. 3 ft. 6 in. 

Cockpit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 cu. ft. 
Passenger Cabin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 cu. ft. 
(including baggage) 

Total Volume ................................................................................... 137 cu. ft. 

• 

• 

(3.84 m) 
(1.27 m) 
(1.07 m) 

(1.02 cu. m) 
(2.86 cu. m) 

(3.88 cu. m) 
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Airport Perfonnance 

Takeoff Field Length 
Max. TO Wt, SL, ISA ........................................................................ 1,913 ft. 
Max. TO Wt., 5,000 ft. elevation, 25°C .............................................. 4,145 ft. 

Landing Distan~ce 

Max Landing Wt., SL, ISA . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 950 ft. 
Vapproach .............................................................................................. 79 kt 

Perrorimaince (Max Takeoff Weight) 

Time to Climb I Altitude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 min I FL 100 
Climb Rate ....................................................................................... 1,230.fpm 
Climb Gradient ................................................................................. 626 ft/ nm 

Ceilings 

Certified ............................................................................................ 18,500 ft. 

Cruise Perfonnaince 

Speed Cruise (25 In. (or Full Throttle)@2,500 RPM 
6,000 ft ................................................................................... 176 kt/203 mph 

8,000 ft ······~············································································ 174 kt/200 mph 
10,000 ft ................................................................................. 171 kt/197 mph 

Nonnal Speed Cruise (23 In. (or Full Throttle) @2,300 RPM 
6,000 ft ..................................... ; ............................................. 165 kt/190 mph 
8,000 ft ................................................................................... 167 kt/192 mph 
10,000 ft ................................................................................. 163 kt/188 mph 

Long Rainge Cruise (21 In. Hg (or Full Throttle)@2,100 RPM 
6,000 ft ................................................................................... 144 kt/166 mph 
8,000 ft ................................................................................... 149 kt/171 mph 
10,000 ft ................................................................................. 153 kt/176 mph 

(583 m) 
(1,263 m) 

(290 m) 

(375 m/min) 
(103 m/km) 

(5,639 m) 

(326 km/hr) 
(322 km/hr) 
(317 km/hr) 

(306 km/hr) 
(309 km/hr) 
(302 km/hr) 

(267 km/hr) 
(276 km/hr) 
(283 km/hr) 

• 

• 

• 
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Technical Data eechcraft 
-fiOM-~-N:-Z-j4--cs:a,01.o~ 

Specifications and Performance (continued) 

Maximum Range at Various Altitudes and Speeds (1 pilot+ 2 passengers - VFR) 

High Speed Cruise (25 In. Hg (or Full Throttle) @ 2,500 RPM 
6,000 ft .................................... : ............................................... 671 rrm/772 sm 
8,000 ft ................................................. · ................................... 714 rrm/822 sm 
10,000 ft .................................................................................. 751 rrm/864 sm 

Normal Speed Cruise (23 In. Hg (or Full Throttle)@2,300 RPM 
6,000 ft .................................................................................... 737 rrm/848 sm 
8,000 ft .................................................................................... 747 rrm/860 sm 
10, 000 ft .................................................................................. 77 5 rrm/892 sm 

Long Range Cruise (21 In. Hg (or Full Throttle)@2,100 RPM 
6,000 ft ................................................................................. 919 nm/1,058 sm 
8,000 ft ................... , ............................................................. 924 rrm/1,063 sm 
10,000 ft ............................................................................... 917 nm/1,055 sm 

Maximum Range Performance (VFR reserves) 

Executive Payload (1 pilot + 4 passengers) 
Ra:n.ge ........................... .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 463 n1I1 

Average Speed ...................................................................................... 140 kt. 
Trip Fuel ................................................................................................ 220 lb. 

Ferry (1 pilot only) 
Ra:n.ge ................................................................................................... 922 nm 
Average Speed....................................................................................... 140 kt. 
Trip Fuel.; .............................................................................................. 403 lb. 

Mission Performance (1 pilot+ 3 passengers) 

200 nm mission 
Fligllt Time ........................................... '. ................................. ."....... 1 hr. 11 min 
Trip Fuel ................................................................................................ 130 lb. 
Fligllt Level........................................................................................... FL 060 

500 nm mission 
Fligllt Time ..................................................................................... 2 hr. 54 min 
Trip Fuel ................................................................................................ 304 lb. 
Flight Level........................................................................................... FL 060 

(1,243 km) 
(1,322 km) 
(1,391 km) 

(1,365 km) 
(1,383 km) 
(1,435 km) 

(1,702 km) 
(1,711 km) 
(1,698 km) 

(857 km) 
(259 km/hr) 

(100 kg.) 

(1,708 km) 
(259 km/hr) 

(183 kg.) 

(59 kg.) 

(138 kg.) 
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AGENCY 

Congressional 
Delegation 

Air National Guard 

Air National Guard -
Air Force 

U.S. EDA 

DEED 

Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency 

Cirrus Design Corporation 
Public Support 

CONTACT NAME ASSISTANCE PROVIDED 

Congressman Oberstar Office Funding Cirrus Drive/ROW/Controlled intersection on Hwy 53 

Expedite processing of Dept. of Defense ROE and 2013 lease 
Senator Coleman, Dayton Office 

termination 

Brig General Jon Trost - St. Paul 
ROE (Right of Entry) and expedited lease termination for CD 
expansion 

Colonel Denny Shields - St. Paul 

Colonel Frank Stokes - Duluth 

Lt. Com Gary Niemi - Duluth 

Jack Gilbertson - Wash. DC 
Mr. Gilbertson is project manager for all ANG sites with 
contamination 

Jack Arnold Funding of public infrastructure: Airport Road, Site 102 

Meredith Udoibok Contamination Investigation and Clean up Grants 

Lowell Johnson Greater MN Business Development Infrastructure Grant 

Carol Pressley-Olson Minnesota Investment Fund 

Jane Mosel, Project Mgr. Issue Letter of Closure to ANG/DOD 

Approve Remedial Action Plans for west/east site expansion 
and site 102 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

$1,700,000 

$900,000 

$83,846 

$500,000 

$500,000 



MN-Department of 
Transportation 

St. Louis County 

City of Duluth I DEDA 

Duluth Airport 
Authority 

City of Hermantown 

Cirrus Design Corporation 
Public Support 

Roberta Dwyer Construction of controlled intersection HWY 53 and Cirrus Drive 

Barb Hayden, Planning Director Funding - CDBG, Permits 

Marcus Hall, Public Works Dir. Road construction/engineering 

Tom Cotruvo, Business Dev. Funding (TIF, 1200 Fund, CDBG, redevelopment loan fund) 

Mike Metso, City Engineer Public Infrastructure/utility planning, permits, construction 

Bob Bruce, Planning Director Permits and planning 

Brian Ryks, Exec. Dfrector Negotiate amendments to lease with Cirrus Design 

Fund/construct Cirrus new access to runway 

Lynn Lander, City Administrator Road construction planning/funding/permits 

$1,469,000 

$2,000,000 



Senate Transportation Committee Hearing 

Room G-15, State Capitol 

Company: 

Product: 

Locations: 

Employment: 

Project: 

Issues: 

Monday, October 24, 2005 

Cirrus Design Corporation 

Cirrus SR22-G2 The world's best-selling single engine four
seat airplane. 

Duluth - Manufacturing, assembly, sales, administration, 
research and development. Manufacturing facilities in Grand 
Forks, ND 

Total employment 1, 100 (800 in Duluth) additional 220 as a 
result of this expansion 

100,000 sq. ft. expansion including production, office and 
airplane storage space. $20,000,000 investment 

Investigate extent of contaminates in soil or ground water on 
former Air Force/National Guard site. Determine and 
implement an acceptable remediation action plan based on 
the findings. 

Obtaining appropriate authorizations from state and federal 
agencies to proceed with expansion project. Including Right 
of Entry, lease agreement, development agreement, permits, 
etc. 

Secure financial assistance from various agencies for 
infrastructure costs relating to; soil corrections, site 
preparation, storm water retention ponds, wetland mitigation, 
parking lots, road and street improvements. 

1st National Bank Building• 332 Minnesota St., Suite E200 •St. Paul, MN 55101-1351 •USA 
651-297-1291 • 800-657-3858 ° Fax 651-296-5287 ° TTY/TDD: 651-296-3900 ° www.deed.state.mn.us 

An equal opportunity employer and service provider. 



State Owned Aircraft in Minnesota 

N# Year Make Model Operator City Airport 
112SP 1981 CESSNA 182R SKYLANE II MN Dept Public Safety State Patrol St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
114SP 1981 CESSNA 182R SKYLANE II MN Dept Public Safety State Patrol St Paul Mankato Regional-Sahler Field 
115SP 1972 BELL OH58A MN Dept Public Safety State Patrol St Paul Cloquet-Carlton County 
117SP 1981' BELL 206L-1 VFR LONGRANGER MN Dept Public Safoty State Patrol St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
118SP 1978 CESSNA 182R SKYLANE II ·MN Dept Public Safety State Patrol St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
119SP 1996 BELL 206L-4 LONGRANGER IV MN Dept Public Safety State Patrol St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
141SP 1976 BEECH B80 QUEEN AIR MN Dept Public Safety StatePatrol St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
3246E 1.982 CESSNA 182R II SKYLANE MN Dept Public Safety State Patrol St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
5897E 1983 CESSNA 182R SKYLANE II MN Dept Public Safety StatePatrol St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
9923E 1985 CESSNA 182R SKYLANE B MN Dept Public Safety State Patrol St Paul Cloquet-Carlton County 

Ten Aircraft Total 

Grand Rapids/Itasca Co-Gordon 
263NR 1985 BOMBARDAIR CL-215 1A10 MN DNR - Forestry Division Grand Rapids Newstrom Fld 
37250 1977 CESSNA 310 MN DNR- Enforcement Brainerd New Ulm Municipal 
105NR 1980 CESSNA A 185F SKYW AGON MN DNR - Enforcement Brainerd Bemidji Regional Airport 

125NR 1972 BELL OH58A MN DNR - Enforcement Brainerd Brainerd-Crow Wing County Regional 

135NR 1968 BELL OH58C MN DNR - Enforcement Brainerd Brainerd-Crow Wing County Regional 
Grand Rapids/Itasca Co-Gord.on 

205NR 1981 CESSNA A185F MN DNR - Enforcement Brainerd Newstrom Fld 

605NR 1985 CESSNA A 185F SKYW AGON A MN DNR - Enforcement Brainerd Brainerd-Crow Wing County Regional 
Grand Rapids/Itasca Co-Gordon 

705NR 2000 AMERICAN CHAMPION 8GCBC SCOUT MN DNR - Enforcement Brainerd Newstrom .Fld 
Grand Rapids/Itasca Co-Gordon 

266NR 1987 BOMBARDAIR CL-215 1A10 MN DNR- Forestry Division Grand Rapids Newstrom Fld 
Grand Rapids/Itasca Co-Gordon 

527NR 1965 CESSNA U206 SUPER SKYW AGON MN DNR - Forestry Division Grand Rapids Newstrom Fld 

Ten Aircraft Total 

14MN 1978 BEECH A36 BONANZA MN Dot Office of Aeronautics St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
16MN 1978 BEECH A36 BONANZA MN Dot Office of Aeronautics St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
55MN 1981 BEECH C90 KING AIR MN Dot Office of Aeronautics St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 
70MN 1993 BEECH B200 KING AIR MN Dot Office of Aeronautics St Paul St. Paul Downtown-Holman Field 

Four Aircr(:Jft Total 



"Single Source Justification Form" (dated 6-21-05) for Office of 
Aeronautics proposed purchase of Cirrus SR22/GTS. 

Sent to Dept. of Administration by Office of Aeronautics. Does not include 
required "Agency Head or Agency Head Delegate Signature.~' 



' . ' 
GOODS AND SERVICES 

SINGLE SOURCE JUSTIFICATION FORM 
This {orm is to be used when an agency believes an acquisition is a single so~ce and the acquisition <lollar amount 
is above $2:500. The Agency Head or Agency Head Delegate must sign if the acquisition is over $5,000. If the 
acquisition's estimated dollar amount is over the delegated authority for local pur~hase (ALP) of the-certified buyer 
or $25,000, whichever is lower, the form must be submitted for approval to: Department of Administration, 

· '\1aterials Management Division, 112 Administration Building, 50 Sherburne Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55155, Fax 
number 651.297 .3996. The signed form must be retained in the purchasing file. 
I DEPARTMENT NAME Mn/DOT DIVISION NAME I Office 

Aeronautics 
PROPOSED CONTRACT VENDOR NEED IDENTIFIED (date) 
Company: Cirrus Design Corporation Oneoing since 1998 
Address: 4514 Taylor Circle REQUESTED DELIVERY DATE 

Duluth, MN 55811 ASAP 
Telephone: 1-888-750-9926 

QUOTED PRICE Web Address: www.cirrusdesign.com 
Contact: Floyd Gutowski 

$ 468,590.00 plus tax E-mail: f gutowski@cirrusdesign.com 

f DESCRIPTION OF GOODS OR SERVICE REQUIRED: 
One Cirrus SR22-GTS Aircraft with air conditioning. This also includes three CSIP flight 
training slots and the tail number painted on the plane. (Aeronautics to provide tail number) 

~INGLE SOURCE CATEGORY (Check applicable box, attach documentation or provide explanation below.) 

0 Legisl?tion or appropriation mandates use of contract vendw 
(Legislation attached) 

0 MaiJing lists~ subscriptions or media advertising 

0 Warranty voided if service provided by other contract vendor 

X Other 

0 Software license renewals, additions, or upgrades available 
from only one source 

0 Brand compatibility available from only one·source {no other 
distributors) 

0 Other proprietary situation 

· THIS PROCURMENT IS A SINGLE SOURCE BECAUSE (attach additional page if needed): 

Cirrus Design is the only aircraft manufacturer building a composite aircraft with all the 
amenities needed, including a Ballistic Recovery System (BRS) parachute emergency safety 

j device, that fall within our budget. · 

l 
] NOTE: The following _are unlikely to be sufficient single source justifications: 

·+ Personal or agency preference for a product or vendor 
+ Agency perception that the vendor is the best qualified (this should be determined through a competitive process) 
+ Lack of agency planning resulting in limited time to conduct a competitive procurement 
+ Past or existing relationship with the vendor 
+ Special incentive or deal offered (can be ass~ssed in open and competitive solicitation) 
+ Agency convenience 

SEARCH 
Minnesota Statute § 16C02 subdivision 18 states: "'Single source" means an acquisition where, after a search, only one 
supplier is determined to be reasonably available for the required product, service, or construction item. 

A search was conducted consisting of: (check all that apply) RESULTS 
x Market research AFTER THE SEARCH ... 
0 Other vendors contacted 0 no alternatives were identified 
0 Pulf lic notice given, list x no alternatives were deemed 
x Other acceptable because \explain below): 

Single Source Just. Form (06/04) 



·. '-] De;cribe the search from above in-detail: 

•.... 

I All sing!~ engine aircraft that could possibly meet the needs of our mission were evaluated. Based 
on necessary amenities and cost, the Cirrus SR22/GTS was the only aircraft completely filling the 
operational needs, pricing and safety requirements of this office. 

I PRICE 

I ~innesota Statut~ _§ 16C. l 0 subdi:ision 1 states: The solicitation pro~ess described in ~is ~hapter is not re~uired when there 
is clearly and Jeg1tnnately only a smgle source for the goods and services and the cmmmss10ner has deternnned that the price 
has been fairly .and reasonably established. 
Price has been fairly and reasonably established by: O Comparison to public sector contract pricing 

D Comparison to previous comparable purchases 
from a different vendor 

O Discount off published catalog pricing 

O Market survey 
D Independent estimate 

X Other, explain: 

Describe methodology and results (attach any written supporting data, e.g., survey or.market analysis): 

Aircraft are only sold new by the factories, which limits price comparison other then the quote. All aircraft were 
priced from inquiries from factories. Cirrus was by far the lowest price, ($109,000..00 less for a base production 
model), and they discounted the aircraft by 1.5% and provided 3 instructor pilot training modules at a cost of 
$1800.00 per-Jnodule. This is two more then normal. This includes as standard equipment a BRS parachute system 

, in case of catastrophic failure. 

CERTIFICATIONS 
I certify: 

1) I recognize that state law requires the use of competitive solicitations unless exempted by law. I have reviewed the 
information and materials relevant to this procurement ~f goods and services, and am requesting approval of ab 
exception to the competitive process for the reasons descn'bed; 

2) the price to be paid to the proposed single sotirce vendor is fair, reasonable, and provides the best value to the State 
of Minnesota; and 

3) t~lis request for an exception to the competitive solicitation process is not the result of inadequate advance planning 
or for p ses of securing the services of a preferred vendor. 

Signature Perso Requesti ingle Source Status or ALP Certified Buyer (Required) 

Signatur · '~~-ui} Fax Number: 651/296-1828 
-.:.........~---,,£..1-l--~_.;:;...,,q.__~ ~--

Date: 6-21-05 __ _ 

Title: Director _______ E-mail: ray.rought@state.mn.us_Phone Number: 651/296-3046 __ 

2. Agency Head or Agency Head Delegate Signature (Agency Head or Agency Head Delegate must sign if the 
single source request i~ over $5,000.) 
'Signature: Fax Number: Date: --------

) Title: E-mail: Phone Nillllber: ______ _ 

Single Source Just. Form {06/04) 



~ '3.Dept. of Administration or ALF Certltied Delegate Signature {ALP Certified Buyers can approve -only 
up to their pelegated authority" but not to exceed $25,000. All other :requests must be signed by the appropriate MMD staff.) 

D Apprnved. You are given a one-time special delegation to process this Single Source acquisition. 

D Approved. Please send an Open Market Requisition (OMR) to MMD to process . 

. D Not Approved. Reason: __________________________ _ 

Signature: ___________________ ~ Date: -------

Title: E-mail: Phony Number: ----------- ---'----------- --------

Single Source Just. Form (06/-04) 



Sole Source Purchase Addendum 

The following procedures were ·used in making the decision to justify the 
purchase of a Cirrus SR22/GTS Aircraft. 

An inventory of all desired needs, requirements and specifications were listed. 
Using this inventory, all aircraft that could potentially fit the requirements were 
further scrutinized. 

These are some of the criteria included: 

Composite construction 

Glass instrument panel (Most advanced type of computerized navigational 
instrument display System) · 

Ballistic Recovery System (Aircraft Parachute) 

Speeds in excess of 180 Knots 

TCAS (Traffic Collision Avoidance System) 

TAWS (Terrain Awareness Warning System) 

Weeping Wing (De-icing capabilities) 

Flight Director (For IFR fiight) 

Cruise Speed in excess of 185 Knots 

Prices for these aircraft were determined by review of the· most current Aircraft 
Bluebook Price Digest Volume dated Summer 2005, Vol. 05-2. This is the most 
recognized authority on aircraft costs. available. 

From this review, it was found that the most economical aircraft meeting are 
needs was the Cirrus SR22-G2/GTS. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
PRICE 

~IA,,.DA~D 

ST>.i';DARD 

STAr'IPARC 

STANDARD 

STf\NDfiRC 

STANDARC 

SI.i:.NDARD 

$16,500 

$5,6(}0 

$2.500 

$3,450 

.$L610 

ST.o.NDARD 

:STAN)'.:JARn 

ST."\NDARD 

:;il-"riP><-r:P 

~TANOARO 

STl\ND.r.RD 

~TA"!!);...t'l3 

$~.~% 

$4,415 

~17,845 

-$3.4:t0 

STANl.'l-..... RD 

~Tr.r~O,o,RD 

i;L:.NOARP 

STANDARD 

?T;..,Np..,.Rp 

STA1'l0JJ.RO 

$i3_8~0 

~19,950 

$4.?50 

$7.490 

$9.?9!5 
$1 :3.S~S 
$21.Soo 

$5.9B5 
$3.600 

$11,500 

$1 ~% 
$595 

$1~.~oo 

$7.500 

$4,995 
$5,995 

SPECIFICATIONS SRv-62 . SR20-G2/GTS SR22-G21GTS 

FERFOi<MANCE 

Ccii-.t:Orf 

1:ii..i:;,ontu•; .,r,,e:LIJ 

climo rtlt~ 

s1all s~e~-d w1Tr1 t!P.p9 

4=:1._i1SS !;.pa~ r;"5 ~ 

d<..:1,,:g .aige ~o1/reSefvf2 

rna:x.iroum rangs 

la<1Ciu1g gro"'na 1QJI 

f<ind1ng 0\-i;;f SO' Obj{;C-~ 

manuraqurer 

.1lorJel 

horse-po ..... er 

9.1~fpe-r.cr 

deser 1p110,1 

:spe1:10 

l.;:in91ti 

h<?-19111 

w1ngbpa11 

wn1g ar~;,; 

~;~bin Jengin 

i.:iih111 vv1dO 1 

caoin hti1gnt 

l;m£l11 l~ Q~3.I 

1341 TI 

1958 H 

9CO fvm1n 

S4 !<lAS 

150 KTAS 

634 nm 

· $65 nm 
lUl "I ti 
~040 tr 

Com.rn;;mal 

Jt) SG~ t;S 
200 

?G" 

2 tJld.d~ 

coo:itam 

26' 

8 ci"" 
35· r 

l :15 sq n 

130" 

4Q' 

50" 

r1:i:ec. rnqcJe 

OE.S!GN WElGtffS .,:. I OACm.:G 

rnaAiOlUffi gro~S Wt SOOO!bs 
Si>.tnti~d1 ~(HtJT_y ,.tt '4D50 IP~ 

u~t:tul loc.o 9501bS 

u:s'.!lbfe tuel capat:1r>' '.:>5 g~IJ 3~6 ib3 

lvll Ti.o-fl paylo~i,;l E'D4 lb<i 

CIRRUS AIRCRAFT FINANCE 

13;;1 h 

19~5 h 

900 h:/m10 

54 Kl.AS 

l5fi KTAS 

733 Jl•11 

B62 nm 

'914 tJ 

2.040 n 

Cont1nem;.;J 

!V $eO ~s 

200 

?B" 

2·tJlaoe 

consiam 

26'. 

8' 6'-

35' r 
135 sq n 

13iY 
49 .. 

50" 

ti.tBd, tncycl~ 

900f>IQS 
207lJ l)J,; 

930!0~ 

56 ga11336 lb~ 
094 Jb;;, 

1{)1\'.i TI 

1575 ft 
1400ttJm1n 

~9 KIAS 

185 KTA.S 

700 11!11 

ovt:-r 1000 Mt 

, , 40 ti 

2·325 n 

CQf\T1fl6fHql 

10-&~o r-i 
310 

Q{}°'' 

3 n1aoe· 

CDOi:ilCillt 

2~· 

a· 7· 

se· 6"' 

l·H 9 ::iQ tl 

1$(}'' 

49 

5ff" 

t1zcn:t. lr1cyc1e 

~400 ll;i,;; 

2250lb5: 

ll50 lb$ 

81 9a11 4B6 lbE 

6'64lbs 

As w;~h any major purchase, 11·s easiest t-0 think in t~nns 

Of ffiOClthly expenditures when QeCid1ng to buy. Contact 
the finance professionais at Cirrus finance to help qeter
mine whicn option 1s bes1 for you 

Our finance options include: 
Up to 90% financing on loans 

Up to 20-yr:ar qmcrti.z~tlon 

Filled rate.,. ARM's and b&lloon lm:'ln$ 

Our k.nowlsd9€able Cirru~ Finance staff can be reached 
a1 218. 788.3833 or e-mail f1nance@cirrusdesign.com·. 

For rnore 1ntormanon cali CIRRUS at 1.BBB.750.9926. 

-r'..c1oiy .nc.1..iJ.:,c optlO<le rcle1.: lu .un,i .. n vpwii:., u.:.D~ 011 tr-= A•CC.Jtt 0f0Cf fo1)TI appropr.aro ror !ho 
,,,.,,,,,1-0.a .. m:::d •tu:.m b;,t:;.: ..un:::np, >~., ,.., f .I. i:;oonc r><><1-.r<><'I "'••ly !v.,.l.Jl>~ ....,,,., .'.,!-i:.= pm~O!!. 
·nor ;)•.Jrl.JDI(' an SRv-G:.:. ~"Ire 55J. .l\uiop1lot. llDl 1ha1l'1bll:r ill) lr'ltr SRv-02 Pnce3 anDwli aie IOI 
LI•1l'Ja."'l ~.:i .. ~ cot: a...f1J.c::.::... Ctne'f'N,:.c~rt.ce -
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CIRRUS AIRCRAFT ORDER 

PURCHASER INFORMATION 

DELJ\/J;RY PATE 

DELIVERY LOCATION 

CIRRUS DESIGN CORPORATION 
4515 Taylor Circle 

Duluth. Minnesma USA 5~81 1 

CJRRUS AGREES TO Su.Id <J CIRRUS aircralT to cu,,1orner":> order ~nd 
make that a•fCP•ll ,,_.a,[able. tar cu,,1Grn.:r p,cl<up, on dd,vcry date l"-S St""alC-d 

Ill ScCTaon 601] 

C::inoun .:i r1,gm '?'' o.:-1ivc:-1y dill<" oc:-111or1suar1ng ma1 all a~pea~ of me a1rc:n:r11 
.,;.., .a. iii '"""ork.1r1g ~ro:-:;r 

Er..:~r<:- lh:J.I the a.rer:,in n:i;; :,. vahd FAA ··ccn.r.c:llc DI A1r...tOrthll'!Qi;S~ ~d !{J 

Tr~'"'"'r r,Ji;-;;;1 T'li"' JQ t;14SJQme1 on htsliv°"') q;ue 

CUSTf>MER AGREES TO lnrcrm CIRRUS 01 Ant eh;;ng":; to the. a.reratr 

a.,scr.be:d abc;,,. no f<uer Than ~O days llcror.: D.,J,~cry O<iti:. 

Ma~c any 1nTrcr1m payment;:; on. 'or prior io. 90 day" beforc D<:ll•<iry ~1e
Anan9e 10 purcha6e ano p1chup a1rcratt on DcJ.•.:;f) Dtttc; o::lthcr 111 person m by 

using CIRRUS" i.l'dliaard power of anorne)' Torm 

Schedule ch;ir.Q"''- 10th.: O.,,J"'"'l D"'t"' at l11a!.T 90 days .n .ad • ..,nu. Dsla;. oY 

mo1i:: [han kn bu;:,1no:;:;:; d;._y~ from Ddovcf)' D<it1:; w1ll R;;ulI on ~dd1t1onoal chargt:S". 

q Yest Please notify the A<.1thonz~d Sf1f'Y1c.;: Center IASC] 
iii my area ot my new CIRRUS OwMrShip. 

I prefer t:o be notified by the Al..lthori:ted Service Center via 
U FAX 0 E-MAIL D PHONE Q MAIL 

CRf:DIT CARD PAYMEl•ff 

------------------·....:. ... :• · ... r_ .. ___ _ 

modellpos .. rro.11 ·nc 

Q SRV-~~T,.. ~H!9,900 $ 

o Cross Coumry PacKag~ $16,500 

o .Sryle Pack:?.Qe _ $6.600 

O D1.1al Alt"'mator ............. $2,5QO 

D 3-Elfade F'ropeller ...... ·····--· .... . ... $:l.450 

o From Wheel Fsir1n9 ~1.610 

Q SR2D--Gzru $23P,700 $ 

a· MFD upgra.d~ [EX5000C] $2.!95 -------
Q GNS 4301420 .. 55SR' . $4.415 ____ ..... _ 
O GNS 430/430, 5;iX• ....... .$17,845 

o :j-Blade Propeller . ..- ... $3.450 

o Leather lntenor . ... ···-· .... ~3,395 

$334.700 $ 

o GNS 430/430. 55X ..... $1a.a90 

............. $1~.950 o le~ Protection. 

CJ Pl<<ti11~m f::11g1ne •...... ····-·· ........ • ... $4,750 

0 AODITIONAL OPTIONS r.~""' '"1S ,,__J 
u Weather Datalinfl" [XM] . $7.490 

D Lghtni1'\g ltiformarion.[Stormscope«•)$9,795 

o WX P;u;!-.ilge' [Stcrm:;ci;ip.i"&XMJ $13,995 

o Traffic Information [Skywatch~J .$21,500 

Q Eng1f'\~ & Fuel WJol')imr" (EMax~J ~S,985 

o Approach Pla1e:.• [CM;;u v] .•.......•... $3,600 

o Ground Frominy Warniriif ~]$11,500 

a FhgM P•rector" .............................. $1,395 

o Potished Sprnner ... . . $595 

u Ta1lw1nd Advantag8 TIER l .. . $12,500 

CJ Taifwind M--sni:age r1i::R ~ ........... $7,500 

QWARRANTY 
O btended ·~·0 year .. ·-- ..... $4,995 

. total '1alue ~'.::~::;::;;;::;;;:;;;;:;;;;;:;;::;;;:;;;==.ti; 
deposit with order -j S L,~ 
inJerim payments•J$ l 

I~. ;:;:::::;:::;::;::;;;;;:;::;;;;;;::;;:~ublj 
balance on delivery r $ . l l~ _______ __,l~o 

EXTERIOR COLOR _____ tNT£RIOR COL.OR ____ _ 

_· -' -------------·----- - :__ __ ----

.. ~- ,:· 

PURCHASfR AGREEMENT SELLER AGREEMENT 

_.c__ ___________________ .;_ -- - ---- - ---- ---- -

C'.:r:'s Dc~1'.;ln Corpor:!~:'.. _. ----------~ 

-----------~---- - ~ 

---------. --··-·--···---- C'IRRVS 

f~of) ~n~ ~ILn!. :e>r"r!: ID J.Tty/.lJ;I. DpllOT•!.--1.v.:UQD!O. U11mo.AuCJ..i7101u.,,r f<ihJ\ 41-,C:roptl.lii?f. J~ tn... inOdef ts4or...d. 'Jrc.rn ~ lwrt:l'l.11 • .. ~l'l:.& ~ E.l.5.000C t~rcd. •.onJ A•..kabkr - 11h )-~ prep!ll6r_ •11ot!lr3:il-
~X:- ::.r. ~h'V-~ ·~oqu .. o::r.: ~oX.AMCop11.:.t, 1'0t """ .... 1..:.0-. ut1 ln• SA-v~G~ 'rc;:w~··1a AAO 1n~•f1rn p.-1m..nl0o eia non·r..rwml...Olv ......c..pl .q. nYl•O op t1r;t.,'(fr-<.odc.- ho'oOT TJi.c. ;:;d!.rtcrm)t,. IJ.i'l°"fl en °Sa!ktr0fl1:1-p.on ~c:.i:..opt" 
~Pr~ ~ ... !J =i.~rp.:;ri:=Qd rcpo~rip.r.rvo ..::lJ S0 11Pr P .... 1crq.:...yr E>r ~ +rs't>Wb, ... -:'!fJ"NT~ u-..1 Ul'9 wnrn- .mi c;nQ11\"no un JT!g rr ... wi::r-t ~ hvrrir aria tnv g...J11tmt. aao~ arv ~ l1'}a1a pian: cr~~rcwnont Pneicc ~n 
mo ror Un11oa ~PI~ unt_y L.10JDS:.. Otfl1':w-~ ~to=-1JIXJ , . • 

].".· .. ·.:·:_.,,., .... !!-.!..,_;;. :·: . .. ····-··· !? : .,· ...... : ~ ..... - • •. • s ... ;:.· ...... . 
p.m no Di l:Z27 06 Rll 
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MaryJ o Bruski 

From: 
Sent: 

-To: 
Cc: 
-~ 'Jbject: 

Roy Kill [Roy.Kill@dot.state.mn.us] 
Wednesday, June 29, 2005 10:54 AM 
Maryjo.Bruski@state.mn.us 
Kevin Gray; Larry Schmitz; Pam Tschida; Brenda.Wiflard@state.mn.us 
RQ 1024272 

Mary Jo it has been decided that DOT does NOT want to buy the plane as a 
single source purchase. DbT would like the purchase to be made using the 
competitive bidding process. 

DOT will be furnishing you with the specifications for the plane. 
If you have any questions please contact Pam Tschida 296-3261 or 
myself 
215-1983 

Thanks 
Roy 

Roy Kill 
Assistant Director 
Materials Management 
Roy.kill@dot.state.mn.us 
Phone 651 215-1983 
Pager 612 610-4674 
Fax 651 297-7880 

1 



June 29, 2005, memo from Larry Myking, -director, Aviation Operations 
Section to Raymond Rought, director, Mn/DOT Office of Aeronautics, subj.: 
Replacement Aircraft. · · 

Para. #5: We understand that the Cirrus is not to be a replacement for either 
of the Bonanzas. I want to reiterate the point that aU of the Aviation 
Representatives and myself, the professionals who operate and maintain our 
single engine aircraft, understand many of the reasons for wanting to 
acquire an additional Cirrus aircraft for the office. Not a one of us believe 
it is a wise choice as a replacement for either .of our two Bonanzas. 



Minnesota Department of Transportation 

Memo 
Office of Aeronautics 
Mail Stop 410 
222 East Plato Boulevard 
St. Paul, MN 55107-1618 

June 29, 2005 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

Raymond J Rought 
Director 

LanyMyking 
Director, Aviation Operations Section 

Replacement Aircraft 

Office Tel: (65t-) 296-8056 
Fax: (651) 297-5643 

We went through our records for the last fiscal year and found the maintenance costs 
for both Bonanzas totaled $71,000. This included $20,000 for upholstery. During this 
next biennium they will probably be due for painting, and· during the biennium after 
that they will be due for engine overhaul. The $71,000 is_ probably a good average 
annual cost for the two aircraft. 

After talking with the Raytheon Service Center, we find that there is no reason to 
believe that the maintenance costs are going to increase more with the age of the 
aircraft. The service center said that we have maintained the aircraft in at outstanding 
manner that has helped preserve these assets and probably resulted in overall lower 
long-term maintenance costs. 

The Bonanza's are in compliance with the AD requiring inspection for Spar Web 
Cracking. We, and the service center that has done the work, don't think our aircraft 
have had the web-cracking problem. The AD requires inspection every 500 hrs. The 
inspection requires about 4 hrs. labor. If a cracking is detected, the repair requires 3 
wks. down-time and about 150 hrs. labor~ If repaired, then the next inspection 
required is after an additional 1500 hrs. The service center said that it is not a 
common problem and that they have done many inspections and "haven't fixed a crack 
in 6 or 7 years." 

The American Bonanza Society says that "Beechcraft spar web cracking has been a 
known problem for well· over a decade; in that time there has been no aircraft failure or 
mishap attributed to carry-through spar web cracking; service histories suggest that, at 
least to date, current AD requiiemeiits are satisfactorily detecting and addressing 
cracks, and preventing virtually all growth and/or recurrence of spar web cracking ... " 

We understand that the Cirrus is not to be a replacement for either of the Bonanzas. I 
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want to reiterate the point that all of the Aviation Representatives and myself, the 
professionals who operate and maintain our single engine aircraft, understand many of 
the reasons for wanting to acquire an additional Cirrus aircraft for the office. Not a 
one of us believe it is a wise choice as a replacement for either of our two Bonanzas. 

Our office has operated "less expensive" single engine aircraft in the past. That did 
not prove to be a wise investment. 

We paid more for the Bonanzas, but have been able to successfully meet our needs 
with them as evidenced by the fact that we have operated them for 27 yrs., putting 
more than 1,200,000 miles on each of them. That is the equivalent of over 48 times 
around the world for each aircraft doing Office· of Aeronautics business. 

These assets have served us well and proven to be an essential component in 
accomplishing our mission. They are aging and we belie~e it .is time to implement an 
aircraft replacement plan. We think the prudent plan would be to replace 16.MN first 
because of it's accident history, and then plan to replace 141\1N during the succeeding 
biennium. Ifwe were to make the choice today, given our expertise, that choice 
would be two more Bonanzas to serve us through the next two decades. 

Cc: Steve Hurvitz 
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Side and rear views of Bonanza 16MN, 2005. 



The utility capability of the Bonanza is shown in the following photos as 50, full 
sized runway marker cones, are held in the rear cargo area of 14MN, just prior to 
take off. 



Cirrus SR 22 left side view 

Cirrus close-up of passenger and cargo doors 



Cirrus right front view 

Cirrus Front full span view 

Cirrus left side view 



Formal RFB for replacement plane purchase issued 7-18-05, with corrective 
addendum issued 7-19-05. (7-18-05 RFB included error in title that did not 
match the issued specifications.) 



I 
I 

I 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
ADDENDUM 
ADMIMSTRATtON 

SOLICITATION HO: ~016743 

AOOENO!IM NO: 1 

1------------------1 f\EON. NO. : 1-024272 
'°REQR. A'G£NCY : MNOOT AERONAUTH::s 

REQUEST FOR QUOTATION 

(This is nol a Purchase Order) 
AGENCY 'REON. NO.: 
DATE 4SSUEO : 07 /18/-0'5 

~~--------'----------------~ VENDORNUMBER 

NEW CIRRUS SR22-GTS AIRCRAFT 
VENDOR PHONE 

CONTACT NAME : MARY J.O BRUSKI 

------------------------f CONTACTPHONE : (.651} 29.6-3772 
CONTACTFAXNO : (651J 297·3996 

..,..,.. DRAFT SOLICITATION ...... TOD NO. : < s-00} 627 · 3529 -

I f PAGHW: 1 

RETURN SOLICITATIONS TO: 

REVISED OPEN DATE AND TIME: 

DATE: 07/25/05 TIME: 02:00 PM 

MMD 
MARY JO BRUSKI 
112 ADMINISTRATION BLOG 
50 SHERBURNE AVE 
ST PAUL, Mff "55155 

SCOPE OF ADDENDUM 

THE FOLLOWING CHANGES ARE HEREBY ADDED TO AND MADE A PART OF 
(INVITATION TO BID NUMBER 2018743 ) 

ALL REFERENCES TO "NEW CIRRUS SR22-FTS AIRCRAFT" SHOULD BE DELETED AND 
REPLACED WITH "NEW UTILITY SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFTn. 

PAGE 13: NEED DATE OF 07/25/05 SHOULD BE REPLACED WITH 11/30/05. 

PAGE 13: 
FIRST TRADE-IN OFFER THE NUMBER N414N SHOULD BE REPLACED wrTH Nl4MN. 
SECOND TRADE-IN OFFER THE NUMBER N416MN SHOULD BE REPLACED WITH Nl6MN 
SECOND TRADE-IN OFFER THE SECOND PRICE LINE SHOULD BE DELETED. 

THIS ADDENDUM MUST BE SI-GNED AND RETURNED WITH THE RFB RESPONSE. 
FAILURE TO DO SO WILL RESULT IN REJECTIDN OF THE RFB RESPONSE. 

***************************END-OF-ADDENDUM**************************** 

AUTHORIZED StGNATURf: DATE 

I 
I 

l 
J 



STATE OF MINNESOTA 
'SOUCITATtON 

SOUCJTATK)N NO: 2018743 }"PAGE NO: 1 

ADMINISTRATION 

REQUEST FOR QUOTATION 

(this is not a Purchase Order) 

VENDOR INFORMATION (PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE) 

CITY: __________ STATE: __ ZIP: __ _ 

NEW cmRUS-SR22-0TS AIRCRAFT 

'REQN. NO. 1024212 

REQfL AGENCY MNOOT AERONAUTICS 

AGENCY fiEQN_ NO. : 

OATE{SSUEO 

CONTACT NAME 
-CONT ACT "PHONE 

·- 07/18/05 

MARY JO BRUSKI 

(651) 29&-3772 

CONTACT FAX NO. {()51} 297-3996 

TOONO. (BOO} 627-3529 

E-MAIL: l"'..ARYJO .BRtrSKI@STATE .MN .-us 

RETURN SOLICITATIONS TO: 

MMD 
MARY·JO BRUSKI 
112 ADMINISTRATION BLOG 
50 SHERBURNE A VE 
ST PAUL, MN 55155 

MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN: 
TOLL FREE=---~------------- DATE: 07125105 TIME: 02:00 PM 

SOLICITATION RESPONSE INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Read the e ntite aolicitation including all terma, conditiona, anchpecification1J_ All attached terma, oonditiona, and apecificationa apply to any 

aubaequent award. Co~lete all applicable areaa. 
2. Solicitation reaponaea muat contain the signature of an authorized agent eJT1)owered to bind the Vendor in a contract. 
3. Solicitation reaponHa muat be submitted on thia form unleaa otherwiae atated in the aolicita·tion. 
4. For a ·no reaponae•, return only thia page aigned and marked "no reaponae·. Failure to respond may-result in being removed from 

the Vendor'a liat. 
5. Delivery muat be FOB deatination. Freight charge to be included in unit price unleu otherwiH atated in the aolicitation. 
6_ Solicitation reaponaea will be conaidered to be in atrict co~Jiance with the apecificationa and the Vendor wall be held reaponaible therefore; unleu 

the Vendor dearfy indicate& any deviation from the apecificationa. 
7. The State of Minneaota teHrvea the right to reject any or all aolicitation reaponaea or portion• thereof; to waive any irregularitiea or informalitiea in 

aoficitation reaponaea received; and to cancel the aolicitation if it ia considered to be in the State'• beat intere1Jt. · 
6. Solicitation reaponaea aubmtt&d are irrevocable offera for GO daya following aubmiaaion dea<!line date unleH otherwiae stated in the aoftcitalion terms. 

Solicitation reaponaea may be modified or withdrawn prior to the time and date aet forth above. After the time aet forth above, no solicitation responaea 
may be withdrawn or modified_ 

9. Pricea muat be aubmitt&d in United Statea currency. 
10. Do NOT include aaJea tax in your pricing; the State of Minnesota holda Direct Pay Permit 1114 and paya taxdirectlyto the Department of Revenue. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY VENDOR 
DELIVERY CAN BE MADE DAYS OR WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER. 

PAYMENT TERMS: (DISCOUNTS OFFER-ED FOR LESS THAN 30 DAYS WILL NOT 
BE CONStDEREO IN MAKING AN AWARD). 

VENDOR'S QUOTATION REFERENCE NUMBER. IF ANY: ______________ _ 

VENDORCONTACTPERSON: ____________ PHONE: _______ _ 
FAX: 

f/We certify that we have not,eitherdirectly or indirectly, entered into any agreement or participated in nny colluaion or otherwiae taken any action 
in restraint of free co~etition;that no attempt haa been made to induce any other pe111on or firm to aubmit or not to submit a aolicitetion response; that 
thia aolicitation reaponae ha• been independently arrived at without collusion with any-other vendor, competitor, or potential .competitor; that thia solicitation 
responae haa not been knowingly disclosed prior to the opening of aollcitation re&ponaea of any other vendor or competitor;~nd that the above statement 
i• accurate under penalty of perjury; 

COMPANY NAME (TYPE OR PRtNl) AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE OATE 

MAlUNG ADDRESS (lFOtf'FE"RENT THAN ABOVE) NAME AND TITLE(TYPE OR PRINl) 



STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS SOUCiTATIONNUMBER: 2018743 PAGE NO: 2 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE: Thls solic1tet1on and tile Contract, •••rUl••nts ancJ S11PPl••ents thereto, shall te 90.,ernecJ by th• !a><s of th• 

State of t'linnesota_ Venue for ell 1eDel proceedin9g erls!n9 cut of th• Contract or breach tllarecf shall be in the State Gr federal court 

w!th co•P•t•nt jurisdiction ln Raasey County, M!nnesota. 

LAWS AND REGULATIONS: Any •nit all s.er•lcos, ertlcles or ociu!paent offerecJ •nd furn!sl>ecJ Blust coaply fully with •!l local, State, and 

faller al la11s anll ro1ul1t1ons 1 1ncluG.1nt "·=>· 101 -5' prollJ.Utln1 dhcr i•ln•tlon-

ASSIGNHEHT: lb• Cont.-act Venctor shall not sell, trensf•r, assl9n, or· otl'ler,.!se ct1spcse of th• Ccntrltct er any portion h•reof or of a1>y 

rlsbt., tltle, '-r 1nt:•T•St hers~r. t1lt.t;.G-1;t tt;s ~r!c.r •T!tten -cc.ns.ent rtf the Sta.te•a. a"tl'!:or lied a-tent.. Such con.s.en't s.hall n.ct be vnreasona-bly 

.. 1t.hha.l11- "The Con'trac.t V•nOor shall 9l"'• wr1ttan natica to the S-tat-e•s. av'thcrlzeo asent of sucb a poss.!b!llty aiit .!east ~O dat)'s pr!cf" to 

t.he sale, transf•r, •ss19n•ent., or ·otf'>el' o.tsposltlon of th• Contra-ct. F a:.lura to cso so aay ros.Ml t !n th:a Con-t.rac:t Veno.or bo_1ns hole !n 

ct•fault. .. lhls consent re11ulr•••nt includes: reas.sl9naent cf the CGntrac:t du• to a ch•n•• !n o.,neTsh!p, •ert•'"- or aaic.Gu.ls.!·t!on vf the 

Cvntract 'llenlllDr or lts s .. l>sldl•rY or aff!ll•t•CI &:orporatlcns. Tills s;ectlon shall net &:>• c:onstruecJ as Frvll1D1t1n11 the Ccntr11c:t Vonc:or's 

r!11ht to ass;!9n the Contract to ccrpor•tlor>s to pro,,icte so.,e cf the ,.., .. lees llereunCer. Not .. 1tllst.,ncJ1nt tile forosclne •c:~no .. l•dll.,•nt, ti>• 

Cantr•ct Vendor shall r•••.ln aol•lY liable for all P•rfor•ionce requlr•cJ and Prc>.,1Cl•d una•r tl'l• ter .. s and cond1t1cns of th• Contract. 

lNDE"'-'lFICATlON AND HOLD HARMLESS. Tile Contract VencJDr shall 1ncJeanify, prctect, sa .. a •nd bold hualess tl'le State, !ts represent•t! .. •s 

and a111Ployees, froa •nY ano al.t clal•S or ca1tsea of actlcn, lnclucJlnt all le9al fees .!nuirred by the State ar 1s.1n11 fr11., the parfora.,nce 

of the Contract by U>e Contract Vendor er its a•ents;, Uti;lcyaes, or s"bc<>ntrectors- Tiils. claus;e shall not be cons.tru•cJ t<> bar any 1•11al 

reaedles the Contract Vendor •alf Ila"• .. itll the State's. fa.1l1tre to fulfill .lts obl11atlcns; p .. rsuant to the Contract. The State•:. 11.,t!llty 

ls sc,,•rneo by ti>• Hlnnesota Tort Clai.,s Act, Pllnn. Stat- • 3.7!16 a110 other appl1c•ble l;aws. 

PtmLICITV: Ille responoer shall not aake any repres.•ntatlon cf tb• State•s op!nion or poslt!cn as to tile Quality or effec:tl•aness cf the 

prad"ct and/er sarvlices that are Ute suDl•c:t of the Contract 1111tbout 'the pr1c~ lifrittan ccns•nt cf the State"s AcQu!s.ltlon Han•s•••nt 

Spec!.al1s.t. "Represe11t•t1on5" 1nclude,. IH1t are net l1•1tea to publ!c.!t.y. •C'-ert.lsaaants,,, nvtlc.es, pres$- ralees.as. repo..-ts, s.1gns... auus 

s;lailar public notlces.. 

DEFAULT: A State purchase order ccnst1tutes a b!nltln1 Contract. All co-od!tl•s furn.111>had .. 111 I>• su!>ject to inspection 3n0 acceptance 

t>:1< th• requ1:.::.t::.on1nl entity after oali•••Y- lllo ""bstltutl:ons or cancellatlon,. are P•r•!tted without api::rowar of the Stat• co11tract!ns 

A11ency. ~•c• erders., lltefa1tlts ln Proaised Oeli•ery. or fallure to •••t spec1.f!c11t1ons ln tl>e Purchase orcler and.for th• sol!c1t.,tlon 

a .. tllorlze the State contract1nlJ fl9ency tD cancel the awarlt er any portlon cf lt, purc:hltJ;e elsewllaro, ano char9e th• full increase, 1t any, 

1n cast and bandllns to tha def•ult1nlJ responder- A Contract Vendor •ay be ra•o•ed fro• the State"s. veneer llst r;r s1tsP•nd•d froa 

rece1,,1n1J a><arda for consistent fallur• to co•Plll' .. 1tti tlla ter•s and condJ.t1ons cf the Contract, or for fa!l1tre tc p;ay the State for tl'lo 

cost lnc1trreo on oafault•O Contracts-

Sl'AlE AlJI>lT: Tiie llooks, recoros, lllD.c..,ents, and account11111 Procedures. and Practlces of tll• Contract Vendor anlt 1ts eaployees, a11ents, or 

subcontractors. relevant ta tl>e Contract aust be aaoe a•ailab:le to and sub~ect t<> ••••!nation by the L•JJlslati"• AuOltor anc!/cr the State 

llu01 tor for • alnl•- of slx )lears after tlle and of th• Contract. 

PAYMENT: Minn. Stat- l6A.J24 re•ll•lres P•Y••nt ><!tbln 30 days. follo,.lna receipt of en uncJ!sPut•O ;n .. o!ce, ••rchanC1se or s•r.,!ce 

wlllclle••r 1s later. Taras re~uest1n9 P•Y••nt ln less than l!D days. .. 111 be changed to re;ed "Nat 311 cays. -

GOllERNHENl DATA PRACTJCES ACT: The Contract Venoor and tl'la Stat• aus t ,_ply w!tll the M!nnesot• Go.,er naant Data Pr actlces; Act, Hlnn. St"'t

Ch. 13. as. l t applies to all Oata pro.,1cJeG by th• State to th• Contr•ct VancJor and 1111 cat a pro•ldacJ t<> the State by tile Contra<:t Venclcr. 

ln ;aCdltion. tll• Minnesota C>aver-•nt l>atlt Practices; Act a1>1>ll•s t.o all D•t• createCI, ccllectect. rece!,,ed, s;tored, 11sed, ea!nt•!neo, or 

Cls.s-lnatad by tl'le Centre.ct VenOor ln accordence .,ltll tbls contract that ls pr i .. ate, nonpublic, protect ad nonpubl!c, or conf!llentlal a1< 

Gef'lned t>y tba Minnesota r;o.,ernaeat Data Practices Act, Ch. 13. 

In the •"ent th• Contract Venoor rec•.1.,•s a recwast to release tl'la oata referred to ln tills artlcle, the Contract \lender •us.t 1•••dlate!y 

notlfY tha State. Tha State wlll 91•• tlle Centract Vendor lnstrvctlons concernln9. the relaas.e of the oata to tlla reciuestlnt party bafore 

the Cl•t• lS released. Tb• c1•1l r-•d!es of Minn- Stat. 1!1.01!, apply to the rele11s;e of tile data referre4 to 1n tl>!s artlcle by e1ther the 

Contr;oi;t Vanctor or the State. 

'l:ba Contract Vendor ••r•es t.o lndeeft.lfy. save., and held the S'tat• of Jitlnnesot:a. 1ts. ~sent ano ••PlO)'••s. fl3rales.s. fr0ttt- -.ll ~lal•s ar:ls!nv 

out of, resultlns fr-, er 1n any ••nn•r attributable to any "lolat1011 of any Pfl>"1s1on of tile Minnesota Go.,orn•ent Data Pract;c•s Act, 

11>cluctln11 le111•l fees a"d lllsburs•••nts >•1d er 1J>curred to enforce tl>ls prc'Wlslon of ll'le co .. tract_ ln ti\• ..... ,.t tllat ~Ile Contract Venacr 

s.ubcon:tr.ae:'t.s. an)' or al.l o* the aitorll t:o be perfor••d under tl\e Contra.ct, tho Con'tr3,ct Venoor shall rata!n respcn-£lb1.llty un·O•r tb• taras 

of tbls P•ra:•i-apb for s.uch •OFk .. 

HAZARDOUS SlmSlANCES: lo tl'le •><t•nt that th• 1001ts to I>• 5VPPl1eo to tile St•t• !>y the Contract VenGor conta1n or .,,.lf create l>a2ardous. 

substuu:eE.., tiar•fU:l Ph~slcal aaants or 1a+ect.1ous aaen.ts as s.et fort:h 1n appllcall.!e Stat• .and federal la..,s an.a reg.ulatlons. .. n~• -Contract 

Vancor •11s.t. P:rc~.1de the St.ate "'1'tb Mater1Jtl Safet:)' Dat:• Sheets re1ardin9 thcs.e substances. A copy •ust. ba !nc.iu-ded ,..!th ea-ch O•l1"ery .. 

ENVIAONHENTALL Y R·ESPONSJllLE PURCHASES; Nhere ... er practicable, the State •1>courae•s e1>v1rcn,,.•ntally r esPDnslble Purcllas!ne. 

DA"lES:. Dat.es ar a listect ln t.he seiqu.ence cf aonUt-/oata.tyear. l !tit.es. shown a.r • bas.act en the Cen'tr al i !•• 2en•, USA .. 

FEDERAl DEBARMENT:. 63' sullla1s:s!.on of 1ts res.pon.se, 'the "•nc1c:.r cert.1f"les t.hat nel.thar !t ncr tts. prlnclpals. !S- P.res.en-t!y cebarred c.r 

susP•n4ed blf >PY federal ae,.artaent or a11enc)I; or lf th• ••"unt of thls; ras;ponsa ls eoual tc or ln ellc•ss of SlDO,C()O, that ne!ther !t 

nor !t pr lnc:1n•ls nor its :sul)contractors r ecal•ins aul}a.,;aros eciu1tl to Dr !n e;i.cctss. of $let, uoe ls pr esentl)I Ila bar r act, sus1>•nGecl, pr OP<>S•ll 

for cebar .. ant, lfeclar ell 1•el191~le, or "oluntar1lY eJrcl.,ded fr Cit part le !P•t!on ln tb!s tr 21>s act!on b)I an)I f eoarar oepartoent c>r a11enc)I. 

Jf -.na-bl• ta. certify- 'tc 81'Y cf 'the stat•••nt.s 1n th1S- cert1f"!.c:at1on, tba responc:er Dust attach •n •>P-lanat!0-n to l.ts re$ponse_ 



SPECIAL TERMS & CONDITIONS SOLICITATION NUMBER: 2018743 

**SEALED BID {REQUEST FOR BID): 
FAX RESPONSES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
SEALED RESPONSES MUST BE DELIVERED TO: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
50 SHERBURNE AVENUE, ROOM 112 
ST. PAULI MN 55155-1490 

AND TIME-STAMPED NO LATER THAN 2:00 PM ON THE DATE SET 1 

PAGENO: 3 

AT WHICH TIME BIDS WILL BE PUBLICLY OPENED. IN THE CASES WHERE '!'HERE 
WILL ALSO BE A REVERSE AUCTION FOR THE SOLICITATION, THERE WILL BE NO 
PUBLIC OPENING. 

** INDEMNIFICATION AND HOLD HARMLESS: 
-THE RESPONDER SHALL INDEMNIFY, SAVE AND HOLD THE STATE, ITS 
REPRESENTATIVES AND EMPLOYEES 1 HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS OR 
CAUSES OF ACTION, INCLUDING ALL ATTORNEYS' FEES INCURRED BY THE STATE 
ARISING FROM THE PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTRACT BY THE RESPONDER OR 
RESPONDER'S AGENTS, EMPLOYEES 1 OR SUBCONTRACTORS. THIS CLAUSE SHALL 
NOT BE CONSTRUED TO BAR ANY LEGAL REMEDIES THE RESPONDER MAY HAVE WITH 
THE STATE'S FAILURE TO FULFILL ITS OBLIGATIONS PURSUANT TO THE 
CONTRACT. 

* NOTICE TO RESPONDERS: 
PURSUANT TO MINN. STAT, 270.66 1 MINNESOTA CONTRACT VENDORS ARE 
REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THEIR MINNESOTA TAX IDENTIFICATIDN NUMBER (-OR 
AND FEDERAL EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (OR SOCIAL SECURITY 
NUMBER). 
NON-MINNESOTA CONTRACT VENDORS ARE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THEIR 
FEDERAL EMPLOYER I.D. NUMBER (OR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER) ONLY. 
THIS INFORMATION MAY BE USED IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF FEDERAL ,AND STATE 
TAX LAWS. SUPPLYING THESE NUMBERS COULD RESULT IN ACTION TO REQUIRE 
A CONTRACT VENDOR TO FILE TAX RETURNS AND PAY DELINQUENT STATE TAX 
LIABILITIES. THESE NUMBERS WILL BE AVAILABLE TO FEDERAL AND STATE 
TAX AUTHORITIES AND STATE PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN THE PAYMENT -OF 
STATE OBLIGATIONS. 

* ADDENDA TO THE SOLICITATION: 
CHANGES TO THE SOLICITATION WILL BE MADE BY WRITTEN ADDENDUM. 
ANY ADDENDUM ISSUED WILL BECOME PART OF THE SOLICITATION. EACH 
RESPONDER MUST FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS ON THE ADDENDUM. ALL 
REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION MUST BE DIRECTED TO THE CONTACT PERSON. 
ONLY CHANGES MADE VIA ADDENDUM WILL BE VALID. 

* PRICES/ALTERATIONS: 
FOR EACH PRODUCT OR SERVICE 1 A UNIT PRICE AND A TOTAL FOR THE QUANTITY 
MUST BE STATED. IN CASE OF ERROR IN THE EXTENSION, THE UNIT PRICE 
PREVAILS. AN ALTERAT~ON OR ERASURE OF ANY PRICE CONTAINED IN THE 
RESPONSE THAT IS USED IN DETERMINING THE LOWEST RESPONSIBLE RESPONSE 
MAY BE REJECTED UNLESS THE ALTERATION OR ERASURE IS CROSSED OUT AND 
THE CORRECTION IS ADJACENT THERETO AND INITIALED BY THE PERSON 
SIGNING THE BID. THIS INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO CoRRECTI-ON 
FLUID AND TYPEWRITER CORRECTION TAPE. 
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* SPECIFICATIONS: 
RESPONSES WILL BE HELD TO STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE SPECIFICATIONS. 
IF A RESPONSE DEVIATES FROM THE SPECIFICATI-ONS, THE DEVIATION MUST 
BE CLEARLY NOTED. WHEN BRAND NAME OR MANUFACTURERS' NUMBERS ARE 
STATED IN THE SPECIFICATIONS, THEY ARE INTENDED TO ESTABLISH A 
STANDARD ONLY AND ARE NOT RESTRICTIVE UNLESS THE SOLICITATION STATES: 
"NO SUBSTITUTE". RESPONSES WILL BE CONSIDERED -ON OTHER MAKES, MODELS, 
OR BRfu'.t\lDS HAVING COMPARABLE QUALITY, STYLE, AND PERFORMANCE 
-CHARACTERISTICS. ALTERNATE EQUIPMENT IS SUBJECT TO APPROVAL AND MUST 
BE AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION. .SAMPLES MAY BE REQUIRED PRIOR TO 
AWARD. ALTERNATE RESPONSES OFFERING LOWER QUALITY WILL NOT BE 
CONSIDERED. ALL SPECIFICATIONS ARE FOR NEW EQUIPMENT UNLESS .OTHERWISE 
NOTED IN THE SOLICITATION. RESPONDERS MUST CLEARLY INDICATE IF THEY 
ARE OFFERING OTHER THAN NEW EQUIPMENT. THE STATE RESERVES THE RIDHT 
TO REJECT ANY OR ALL RESPONSES THAT ARE NOT AN APPROVED EQUAL. 

* DELIVERY: 
THE SOLICITATION SHOWS THE EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE TO THE 
REQUISITIONING AGENCY. IF THE RESPONDER CANNOT MEET THE STATED 
DELIVERY DATE 1 AN ALTERNATE DELIVERY SCHEDULE MAY BE OFFERED. THE U~E 
OF AN ALTERNATE DELIVERY OFFER MAY BECOME A FACTOR IN THE A~ARD. 

* TG/ED VENDOR PREFERENCE: 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH MINN. STAT. 16C.16, SUBDS. -6 AND 7, ELIGIBLE 
CERTIFIED TARGETED GROUP (TG) VENDORS WILL RECEIVE A 6 PERCENT 
PREFERENCE AND CERTIFIED ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED (ED) VENDORS 
WILL RECEIVE A 6 PERCENT PREFERENCE, EXCEPT FOR CONSTRUCTION WHICH 
WILL RECEIVE A 4 PERCENT PREFERENCE, ON THE BASIS OF AWARD POR THIS 
SOLICITATION. THE PREFERENCE JS APPLIED ONLY TO THE FIRST 
-$500,000 OF THE RESPONSE TO THE SOLICITATION. ELIGIBLE TG BUSINESSES 
MUST BE CURRENTLY CERTIFIED BY THE MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
PRIOR TO THE OPENING DATE AND TIME. 

TO VERIFY TG/ED CERTIFICATION REFER TO THE MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
DIVISION'S WEBSITE AT WWW.MMD.ADMIN.STATE.MN.US UNDER "VENDOR 
INFORMATION, DIRECTORY OF CERTIFIED TG/ED VENDORS." 

TO VERIFY TG ELIGIBILITY FOR PREFERENCE REFER TO MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
DIVISION'S WEBSITE UNDER "VENDOR INFORMATION .. TARGETED GROUPS ELIGIBLE 
FOR PREFERENCE IN STATE PURCHASING" OR CALL THE DIVISION'S HELP LINE 
AT 651-296-2600. FOR TTY/TDD COMMUNICATION C-ONTACT THE DIVISION 
THROUGH THE MINNESOTA RELAY SERVICE AT 1-8'00-£27-3529. 

* SOLICITATION RESULTS: 
RESPONDERS SHOULD ALLOW A MINIMUM OF TWO WEEKS AFTER THE SCHEDULED 
OPENING BEFORE REQUESTING THE RESULTS. THERE ARE THREE WAYS FOR A 
VENDOR TO OBTAIN RESULTS: 
l. VISIT THE OFFICE ISSUING THE SOLICITATION. FOR SOLICITATIONS THAT 

ARE RETURNED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION {MATERIALS 
MANAGEMENT DIVISION), VISIT THE OFFICE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
BETWEEN 8:30 AM AND 11:30 AM (OR BY APPOINTMENT). 'FOR 
SOLICITATIONS ISSUED BY OTHER AGENCIES, PLEASE CALL THE .CONTA-CT 



l 
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SHOWN ON THE SOLICITATION TO ARRANGE AN APPOiNTMENT. 
2. SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE WITH EACH SOLICITATI-ON. 

INFORMATION WILL BE SENT TO RESPONDERS APPROXIMATELY TWO WEEKS 
AFTER THE AWARD. 

3. CALL THE OFFICE ISSUING THE SOLICITATION. FOR SOLlCITATlONS THAT 
ARE RETURNED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION (MATERIALS 
MANAGEMENT DIVISION), CALL THE HELPLINE AT 651.296.2£00. FOR 
SOLICITATIONS ISSUED BY OTHER AGENCIES, PLEASE CALL THE CONTA~T 
SHOWN ON THE SOLICITATION. TABULATIONS WILL NOT BE GIVEN -OVER THE 
TELEPHONE; ONLY THE VENDOR RECEIVING THE AWARD AND TOTAL FRI~E WILL 
BE GIVEN. 

* COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL WAIVER: 
THE STATE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO USE, REPRODUCE, AND PUBLISH RESPONSES 
IN ANY MANNER NECESSARY FOR STATE ACENCIES AND LOCAL UNITS OF 
GOVERNMENT TO ACCESS THE RESPONSES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
PHOTOCOPYING, STATE INTRANET/INTERNET POSTINGS, BROADCAST FAXING, AND 
DIRECT MAILING. IN THE EVENT THAT THE RESPONSE CONTAINS COPYRI~HTED 
OR TRADEMARKED MATERIALS, IT IS THE RESPONDER'S RESPONSIBILITY ro 
OBTAIN PERMISSION FOR THE STATE TO REPRODUCE AND PUBLISH THE 
INFORMATION, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE RESPONDER IS THE -MANUFACTURER 
OR RESELLER OF THE PRODUCTS LISTED IN THE MATERIALS. BY SIGNING ITS 
RESPONSE, THE RESPONDER CERTIFIES THAT IT HAS OBTAINP..J) ALL NECESSARY 
APPROVALS FOR THE REPRODUCTION AND/OR DISTRIBUTI-ON OF THE CONTENTS OF 
ITS RESPONSE AND AGREES TO INDEMNIFY, PROTECT, SAVE AND H-OLD THE 
STATE, ITS REPRESENTATIVES AND EMPLOYEES HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL 
CLAIMS ARISING FROM THE VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION AND AGREES TD PAY 
ALL LEGAL FEES INCURRED BY THE STATE IN THE DEFENSE OF ANY ~UCH 
ACTION. 

* ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR REPORTING PURPOSES: 
THE STATE DESIRES TO PURCHASE ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE GOODS AND 
SERVICES WHERE PRACTICABLE. TO IDENTIFY THESE PRODUCTS AND REPORT THE 
PURCHASING RESULTS 1 THE STATE MUST KNOW THE ENVIRONMENTALLY 
RESPONSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OFFERED. U,SING 
THE·LIST OF,ENVIRONMENTAL CODES BELOW, SPECIFY WHICH LINE ITEMS HAVE 
ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS AND ENTER THE APPROPRIATE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CODE. 
THE ENVIRONMENT CODES ARE: 

EE = ENERGY EFFICIENT. 
EM = REMANUFACTURED 
LT = LESS TOXIC 
RE = REPAIR 
PB = PLANT BASED 
us = USED 
RB = REBUILT 
WC = WATER CONSERVING 
RC = RECYCLED CONTENT (POST-CONSUMER %) 
RK = REDUCED PACKAGING 
MU = MULTIPLE CODES {SPECIFY: ) 
TO = OTHER (SPECIFY: ) 

c 
~ 
8 
>< 
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FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CODE DEFINITIONS SEE THE WEB SITE AT: 
WWW.MMD.ADMIN.STATE.MN.US/ENVIRONCODESl.HTM 

ENTER THE APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENTAL CODE FOR EACH ITEM OFFERED, EITHER 
AFTER THE DESCRIPTION OF THE ITEM -OR AFTER THE PRICE. 

IF ALL GOODS AND SERVICES OFFERED ARE T.riE SAME ENVIRONMENTAL CODE .. 
ENTER IT HERE: __ _ 

IF NONE OF THE ITEMS BEING OFFERED HAVE ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS, 
PLEASE CHECK HERE __ AND INITIAL HERE: ______ _ 

MERCURY: AS PER MINNESOTA STATUTES, THE STATE CANNOT BUY MERCURY IN 
THERMOMETERS AND CERTAIN OTHER PRODUCTS. PLEASE CERTIFY BELOW IF YOUR 
PRODUCT DOES OR DOES NOT CONTAIN MERCURY. THE ACTUAL PR-ODUCT 
SPECIFICATION WILL STIPULATE IF MERCURY IS PRDHIBITED. 

DOES YOUR PRODUCT CONTAIN MERCURY? YES __ NO __ 

IF YES .. LIST THE COMPONENTS THAT CONTAIN MERCURY=~----------

* ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: 
THE RESPONDER WARRANTS THAT., TO THE BEST OF ITS KNOWLEDGE.AND BELIEF, 
AND EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE DISCLOSED 1 THERE ARE NO RELEVANT FACTS OR 
CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH COULD GIVE RISE TO ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS OF 
INTEREST. AN ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICT -OF INTEREST EXISTS WHEN, BECAUSE 
OF EXISTING OR PLANNED ACTIVITIES OR BECAUSE OF RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
OTHER PERSONS: 

A CONTRACT VENDOR IS UNABLE OR POTENTIALLY UNABLE T-0 RENDER 
IMPARTIAL ASSISTANCE OR ADVICE TO THE STATE; 

THE CONTRACT VENDOR'S OBJECTIVITY IN PERFORMING THE WORK IS OR 
MIGHT BE OTHERWISE IMPAIRED; OR 

THE CONTRACT VENDOR HAS AN UNFAIR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE. 

THE CONTRACT VENDOR AGREES THAT IF AN ORCANIZ..~TI-ONAL CONFLICT OF 
INTEREST IS DISC-OVERED AFTER AWARD, AN IMMEDIATE AND FULL DISCL<JSURE 
IN WRITING SHALL BE MADE TO THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF ADMINISTRATION'S MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DIVISI-ON THAT SHALL INCLUDE A 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION THE CONTRACT VENDOR HAS TAKEN OR PROPOSES TO 
TAKE TO AVOID OR MITIGATE SUCH CONFLICTS. IF AN ORGANIZATIONAL 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST IS DETERMINED TO EXIST, THE STATE MAY., AT ITS 
DISCRETION, CANCEL THE CONTRACT. IN THE EVENT THE CONTRACT VENDOR WAS 
AWARE OF AN ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST PRIOR TO THE AWARD OF 
THE CONTRACT AND DID NOT DISCLOSE THE CONFLICT TO THE AMS .. THE STATE 
MAY TERMINATE THE CONTRACT FOR DEFAULT. THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CLAUSE 
SHALL BE INCLUDED IN ALL SUBCONTRACTS FOR WORK TO EE PERF-ORMED 1 AND 
THE TERMS nCONTRACT.," "CONTRACT VENDOR," AND "AMS" MODIFIED 
APPROPRIATELY TO PRESERVE THE STATE'S RIGHTS. 
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* STATE EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION: 
IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINN. STAT. l-OC.09, THE AVAILABILITY OF THIS 
CONTRACTING OPPORTUNITY IS BEING OFFERED TO STATE EMPLOYEES. THE 
STATE WILL EVALUATE THE RESPONSES OF ANY STATE EMPLOYEE, ALONG WITH 
THE OTHER RESPONSES TO THE SOLICITATION. 

PRICING OFFERED IN RESPONSE: PRICES LISTED IN YOUR RESPONSE TO THIS 
SOLICITATION MUST TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION ALL INHERENT COSTS OF 
PROVIDING THE REQUESTED GOODS AND/OR SERVICES. THE RESPONDER AGREES 
TO PAY ANY AND ALL FEES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO: DUTIES, CUSTOM 
FEES, PERMITS, BROKERAGE FEES, LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS. THE STATE 
WILL NOT PAY ANY ADDITIONAL CHARGES BEYOND THE PRICE(S) LISTED IN THE 
RESPONSE, UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR BY LAW OR EXPRESSLY ALLOWED BY 
THE TERMS OF THE SOLICITATION. 

INQUIRIES. DIRECT ALL CORRESPONDENCE, INQUIRIES, LEGAL QUESTIONS, 
GENERAL ISSUES, OR TECHNICAL ISSUES REGARDING THIS SOLICITATION TO THE 
CONTACT NAME ON PAGE 1 OF THE SOLICITATION. 

EXCEPTIONS 
THE RESPONDER MUST STATE IF UNITS PROPOSED ARE IN STRICT COMPLIANCE 
WITH THE SPECIFICATIONS: ~~ YES ~~ NO 
IF NO, THE RESPONDER MUST LIST ON THE FOLLOWING LINES ALL EXCEPTIONS 
TO THE SPECIFICATIONS. IF EXCEPTIONS ARE NOT LISTED, THE RESPONDER 
WILL BE HELD IN STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE SPECIFICATIONS. 

CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT, SUSPENSION, INELIGIBILITY AND 
VOLUNTARY EXCLUSION--LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION: 
1. BY SIGNING AND SUBMITTING THIS PROPOSAL, THE PROSPECTIVE L-OWER 
TiER PARTICIPANT (VENDOR) IS PROVIDING THE CERTIFICATION SET OUT 
BELOW. 
2. THE CERTIFICATION IN .THIS CLAUSE IS A MATERIAL REPRESENTATION OF 
FACT UPON WHICH RELIANCE WAS PLACED WHEN THIS TRANSACTION WAS ENTERED 
INTO. IF IT IS LATER DETERMINED THAT THE PROSPECTIVE LOWER TIER 
PARTICIPANT KNOWINGLY RENDERED AN ERRONEOUS CERTIFICATION, IN ADDITION 
TO OTHER REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,.THE DEPARTMENT 
OR AGENCY WITH WHICH THIS TRANSACTION ORIGINATED MAY PURSUE AVAILABLE 
REMEDIES, INCLUDING SUSPENSION AND/OR DISBARMENT. 
3. THE PROSPECTIVE LOWER TIER PARTICIPANT SHALL PROVIDE IMMEDIATE 
WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE PERSON TO WHICH THIS PROPOSAL (RESPONSE) IS 
SUBMITTED IF AT ANY TIME THE PROSPECTIVE LOWER TIER PARTICIPANT 
LEARNS THAT ITS CERTIFICATION WAS ERRONEOUS WHEN SUBMITTED -OR HAD 
BECOME ERRONEOUS BY REASON OF CHANGED CJRCUMSTANCES. 
4_ THE TERMS COVERED TRANSACTION, DEBARRED, SUSPENDED, INELlGIBLE, 
LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTION, PARTICIPANT, PERSON, PRIMARY COVERED 
TRANSACTION, PRINCIPAL, PROPOS.AL, AND VOLUNTARILY EXCLUDED., AS 
USED IN THIS CLAUSE, HAVE THE MEANING SET OUT IN THE DEFINITl{)NS AND 
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COVERAGES SECTIONS OF RULES IMPLEMENTING EXE~UTIVE ORDER 12549. Y-OU 
MAY CONTACT THE PERSON TO WHICH.THIS PROPOSAL IS SUBMITTED FOR 
ASSISTANCE IN OBTAINING A COPY OF THOSE REGULATIONS. 
5. THE PROSPECTIVE LOWER TIER PARTICIPANT ACREES BY SUBMITTING THIS 
RESPONSE THAT, SHOULD THE PROPOSED COVERED TRANSACTION BE ENTERED 
INTO, IT SHALL NOT KNOWINGLY ENTER INTO ANY LOWER TIER COVERED 
TRANSACTION (SUBCONTRACT EQUAL TO OR EXCEEDING $100,000) WITH A 
PERSON WHO IS PROPOSED FOR DEBARMENT UNDER 48 CFR PART 9, SUBPART 9.4, 
DEBARRED, SUSPENDED, DECLARED INELIGIBLE, OR VOLUNTARILY EXCLUDED 
FROM PARTICIPATION IN THIS COVERED TRANSACTIDN, UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY 
THE DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY WITH WHICH THIS TRANSACTION ORIGINATED. 
6. THE PROSPECTIVE LOWER TIER PARTICIPANT FURTHER AGREES BY 
SUBMITTING THIS PROPOSAL THAT IT WILL INCLUDE THIS CLAUSE TITLED 
"CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT,SUSPENSION., INELI'GIBILITY AND 
VOLUNTARY EXCLUSION--LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS," WITHOUT 
MODIFICATION, IN ALL LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS AND IN ALL 
SOLICITATIONS FOR LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS. 
7. A PARTICIPANT IN A COVERED TRANSACTION MAY RELY UPON A 
CERTIFICATION OF A PROSPECTIVE PARTICIPANT IN A LOWER TIER COVERED 
TRANSACTION THAT IT IS NOT PROPOSED FOR DEBARMENT UNDER 48 CFR 
PART 9., SUBPART 9.4, DEBARRED, SUSPENDED, INELIGIBLE, OR VOLUNTARILY 
EXCLUDED FROM COVERED TRANSACTIONS, UNLESS IT KNOWS THAT THE 
CERTIFICATION IS ERRONEOUS. A PARTICIPANT MAY DECIDE THE METHOD AND 
FREQUENCY BY WHICH IT DETERMINES THE ELIGIBILITY OF ITS PRINCIPALS. 
EACH PARTICIPANT MAY, BUT IS NOT REQUIRED TO, CHECK THE LIST OF 
.PARTIES EXCLUDED FROM FEDERAL PROCUREMENT AND NONPROCUREMENT PROGRAMS. 
8. NOTHING CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING SHALL BE CONSTRUED TO REQUIRE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF A SYSTEM OF RECORDS IN ORDER TO RENDER IN GOOD FAITH 
THE CERTIFICATION REQUIRED BY THIS CLAUSE. THE KNOWLEDGE AND 
INFORMATION OF A PARTICIPANT IS NOT REQUIRED TO EXCEED THAT WHICH IS 
NORMALLY POSSESSED BY A PRUDENT PERSON IN THE ORDINARY COURSE OF 
BUSINESS DEALINGS. 
9. EXCEPT FOR TRANSACTIONS AUTHORIZED UNDER PARAGRAPH 5 OF THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS, IF A PARTICIPANT IN A COVERED TRANSACTION KNOWINGLY 
ENTERS INTO A LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTION·WITH A PERSON WHO IS 
PROPOSED FOR DEBARMENT UNDER 48 CFR PART 9., SUBPART 9.4, SUSPENDED, 
DEBARRED, INELIGIBLE~ OR VOLUNTARILY EXCLUDED FROM PARTICIPATION 
IN THIS TRANSACTION., IN ADDITION TO OTHER REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO THE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THE DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY WITH WHICH THIS 
TRANSACTION ORIGINATED MAY PURSUE AVAILABLE REMEDIES, INCLUDING 
SUSPENSION AND/OR DEBARMENT. 

CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT, SUSPENSI-ON, INELIGIBILITY AND 
VOLUNTARY EXCLUSION -- LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS 
(1) THE PROSPECTIVE LOWER TIER PARTICIPANT CERTIFIES, BY SUBMISSION OF 
THIS PROPOSAL, THAT NEITHER IT NOR ITS PRINCIPALS IS PRESENTLY 
DEBARRED, SUSPENDED, PROPOSED FOR DEBARMENT, DECLARED INELIGIBLE, 
OR VOLUNTARILY EXCLUDED FROM PARTICIPATION IN THIS TRANSACTION BY ANY 
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY. 
(2) WHERE THE PROSPECTIVE LOWER TIER PARTICIPANT IS UNABLE TO CERTIFY 
TO ANY OF THE STATEMENTS IN THIS CERTIFICATION 1 SUCH PROSPECTIVE 
PARTICIPANT SHALL ATTACH AN EXPLANATION TO THIS PROPOSAL. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS COMPLIANCE 
IF YOUR RESPONSE TO THIS SOLICITATION IS IN EX-CESS OF $100,{)0-0, PLEA"SE 
COMPLETE THE INFORMATION REQUESTED BELOW TO DETERMINE WHETUER 
YOU ARE SUBJECT TO THE MINNESOTA HUMAN RIGHTS A~T <MINNESOTA 
STATUTES 363.073) CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT, AND TO PROVIDE 
DOCUMENTATION OF COMPLIANCE IF NECESSARY. 

IT IS YOUR SOLE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION AND - IF 
REQUIRED - TO APPLY FOR HUMAN RIGHTS CERTIFICATION PRIOR TO THE DUE 
DATE AND TIME OF THE BID OR PROPOSAL AND TO OBTAIN HUMAN RIGHTS 
CERTIFICATION PRIOR TO THE EXECUTION OF THE CONTRACT. 

HOW TO DETERMINE WHICH SECTIONS TO COMPLETE ON THIS FORM: 
ON ANY SINGLE WORKING DAY WITHIN THE PAST 12 MONTHS, IF YOUR 
COMPANY: 
1. EMPLOYED MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES IN MINNESOTA -
COMPLETE SECTIONS A AND D. 

2. DID NOT EMPLOY MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES IN MINNESOTA, BUT 
DID EMPLOY MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES IN THE STATE WHERE YQU 
HAVE YOUR PRIMARY PLACE OF BUSINESS - COMPLETE SECTIONS B AND D. 

3. DID NOT EMPLOY MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES IN MINNESOTA OR IN 
THE STATE WHERE YOU HAVE YOUR PRIMARY PLACE OF BUSINESS - COMPLETE 
SECTIONS C AND D. 

*SECTION A - FOR COMPANIES WHICH HAVE. EMPLOYED MORE THAN 4-0 FULL
TIME EMPLOYEES WITHIN MINNESOTA ON ANY SINGLE WORKING DAY DURING 
THE PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS. 

YOUR RESPONSE WILL BE REJECTED UNLESS YOUR BUSINESS: 
- HAS A CURRENT CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE ISSUED BY THE MINNES-OTA 

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS (MDHR) 
- OR -

- HAS SUBMITTED AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN TO THE MDHR, WHICH THE 
DEPARTMENT RECEIVED PRIOR TO THE DATE AND TIME THE RESPONSES ARE 
DUE. 

CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF YOU HAVE EMPLOYED MORE 
THAN 40 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES IN MINNESOTA ON ANY SINGLE W-ORKING DAY 
DURING THE PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS: 
__ WE HAVE A CURRENT CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE ISSUED BY THE {\IDHR. 

PROCEED TO SECTION D. INCLUDE A COPY OF YOUR CERTIFICATE WITH 
YOUR RESPONSE. 

__ WE DO NOT HAVE A CURRENT CERTIFICATE -OF COMPLIANCE. HUYlEVER, WE 
SUBMITTED AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN TO THE MDHR FDR APPROVAL, 
WHICH THE DEPARTMENT RECEIVED ON {DATE) 
AT (TIME). (IF YOU DO NOT KNOW WHEN THE DEPARTMENT 
RECEIVED YOUR PLAN, CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT.) WE ACKNOWLEDGE 
THAT THE PLAN MUST BE APPROVED BY THE MDHR BEFORE ANY -C-ONTRACT 
OR AGREEMENT CAN BE EXECUTED. PROCEED TO SECTI~N D. 

__ WE DO NOT HAVE A CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE, NOR HAS THE MDHR 
RECEIVED AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN FROM OUR COMPANY. WE 
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ACKNOWLEDGE THAT OUR RESPONSE WILL BE REJECTED. 
PROCEED TO SECTION D. CALL THE MDHR FDR ASSISTANCE. 

PAGE NO: 10 

PLEASE NOTE: CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE MUST BE ISSUED BY THE_ 
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLANS 
APPROVED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 1 A COUNTY, OR A MUNICIPALITY 
MUST STILL BE REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT 
OF HUMAN RIGHTS BEFORE A CERTIFICATE CAN BE ISSUED. 

*SECTION B - FOR COMPANIES WHICH HAVE NOT HAD MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME 
EMPLOYEES IN MINNESOTA BUT HAVE EMPLOYED MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME 
EMPLOYEES ON ANY SINGLE WORKING DAY DURING THE PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS 
IN THE STATE WHERE THEY HAVE THEIR PRIMARY PLACE OF BUSINESS. 

YOU MAY ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE WITH THE MINNESOTA HUMAN RIGHTS ACT BY 
CERTIFYING THAT YOU ARE IN COMPLIANCE WITH APPLI~ABLE FEDERAL 
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS. 

CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF YOU HAVE NOT EMPLOYED 
MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES IN MINNESOTA BUT YOU HAVE 
EMPLOYED MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES ON ANY SINGLE WORKI.NG 
DAY DURING THE PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS IN THE STATE WHERE YOU HAVE YOUR 
PRIMARY PLACE OF BUSINESS: 
__ WE ARE NOT SUBJECT T-0 FEDERAL AFFilU~ATIVE ACTION RE-QUIR&Y\1ENTS. 

PROCEED TO SECTI-ON D. 
__ WE ARE SUBJECT TO FEDERAL AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS1 AND 

WE ARE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THOSE REQUIREMENTS. 
PROCEED TO SECTION D. 

*SECTION C - FOR THOSE COMPANIES NOT DESCRIBED IN SECTION A OR B_ 

CHECK BELOW. YOU ARE NOT SUBJECT TO THE MINNESOTA HUMAN RIGHTS 
ACT CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS. 

WE HAVE NOT EMPLOYED MORE THAN 40 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES ON ANY 
SINGLE WORKING DAY IN MINNESOTA OR IN THE STATE OF DUR PRIMARY 
PLACE OF BUSINESS WITHIN THE PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS. 

PROCEED TO SECTI-ON D. 

*SECTION D - FOR ALL COMPANIES 

BY SIGNING THIS STATEMENT1 YOU CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION PROVIDED 
IS ACCURATE AND THAT YOU ARE AUTHORIZED TO SIGN ON BEHALF OF THE 
RESPONDER. 

NAME OF COMPANY: 
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE: 
PRINTED NAME: 
TITLE: 
DATE: TELEPHONE NUMBER: 

j

j FOR FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDJNG MINNESOTA HUMAN RIGHTS 
REQUIREMENTS 1 CONTACT: 

, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTSJ COMPLIANCE SERVICES SECTION. 
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MAIL: 190 EAST STH STREET, SUITE 700 
ST. PAUL, MN 55101 

METRO: 651.296.5663 
TOLL FREE: 80-0.657.3704 
FAX: 651.296.9042 
TTY: 651.296.1283 
WEBSITE: WWW.HUMANRIGHTS.STATE.MN.US 
EMAIL: EMPLOYERINFO@THERIGHTSPLACE.NET 

AWARD--GENERAL 

PAGE NO: 11 

AWARD WILL BE MADE TO THE LOWEST RESPONSIBLE VENDOR MEETING ALL 
TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND SPECIFICATIONS. 
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BID BOND INFORMATION 

NO BID BOND INFORMATION FOR THIS SOLICITATION 

PERFORMANCE BOND INFORMATION 

NO PERFORMANCE BOND INFORMATION FOR THIS SOLICITATION 

RETAINAGE INFORMATION 

NO RETAINAGE PERCENT WILL BE WITHHELD 

-

,________ ___ _____.!~ 
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'PRICE SHEET 

VENDOR NUMBER: 

DESCRIPTION 

COMMODITY CODE: 150·01·000000 
NEW CIRRUS SR22·GTS AIRCRAFT. 
MUST BE A 2006 MODEL, SINGLE ·ENGI~"'E 

AIRCRAFT. FAA CERTIFIED IN EOTH THE 
NORMAL AND UTILITY CATEGORIES. DOOELE 
DOORS FOR PASSENGER AND CARGO 
LOADING. MINIMUM OF FOUR SEATS. 
AIRFRAME MUST HAVE NO CUF-RENT 
LIMITATIONS ON ITS SEP.VICE LIFE. 
AS PER ATTACHED SPECTFICATlONS. 
OR APPROV£D EQUAL. 
SPECIFY MANUFACTlJRER A~"D ~ODEL NO: 

TP..ADE · IN OFFER : 
THE STATE RESERVES 'I'HE RIGHT TO ACCEPT 
OR REJECT ANY TP..ADE·IN OFFER. 
QUANTITY: ONE 
1978 MODEL YEAR BEECHCP..AFT A36 
BONAN7.A, N414N. 'I'HE STATE HAS OWNED 
AND OPERATED THIS AIRCRAFT SINCE IT 
WAS NEW. AS PER ATTACHED SPECIFICATIONS 
TRADE·IN OFFER: $ _________ _ 

BONAN7.A, N416MN. THE STATE HAS OWNED 
AND OPERATED THIS AIRCRAFT SINCE IT 
WAS NEW. AS PER ATTACHED SPECIFICATIONS 
TRADE·IN OFFER: $ _________ _ 

TP..ADE·IN OFFEP. PRICE: $ EACH 
DO NOT INCLUDE TP.ADE·IN OFFER PRICE IN 
ABOVE PURCHASE PRICE OF NEW AIRCP..AFT. 
THE STATE WILL ONLY TP.ADE ·IN ONE 
AIRCP..AFT. THE STATE RESERVES THE: 
RIGHT TO DETEP..MINE WHICH AIRCRAFT 
MAY BE TP.ADED· IN. 

IF A TP..ADE·IN OFFER IS ACCEPTED, THE 
STATE WILL APJ'..ANGE FOR PROPER 
TP..ANSFER AND AVAILABILITY OF THE 
AJ:RCP..AFT WITHIN 30 DAYS AFTEP. 
DELIVERY OF NEW AIRCP..AFT. 

RESPONDERS MAY INSPECT THE DESIGNATED 
TP..ADE·IN AIRCP..AFT PRIOR TO ElDDING. 
PLEASE CO?."TACT MR. LARRY MYKING, 
MN/DOT OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, 
PLEASE CALL 651.296.8056 FOR AN 
APPOIN'I'ME?."T. 

SUBMITTALS: 
THE RESPO~"DER SHALL PROVIDE THE PRICE 
OF THE AIRCP..AFT A'S EQUIPPED. THE 
RESPO~"DER SHALL ALSO PROVIDE THE 
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UNLESS SPECIFIED OTHERWIS£."8ELOW: 

SHIP TO: MN DOT AERONAUTICS 
222 E PLATO Bl VD 
MS4l0 
ST PAUL, MN-SSl07 

NEED DATE:07/15/05 

QUANTITY 

1 
TO 

1 

1 

UNIT 

EACH 

UNIT PRICE .AMOUNT 
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PRICE SHEET 

VENDOR NUMBER: 

DESCRIPTION 

PRICE (ANY ANY DISCOU:t.'TS) FOR EAai OF 
THE D£Sl.RED OPTl.ONS U:t.'DER ITEM 10 AS 
PER THE ATTACHED SPECIFICATIONS. 
THIS SHALL BE PROVIDE·D AS AN ATTAOIBENT 
TO THE RFB. 
TWO COMPILTE SETS OF THE RFB SHALL BE 
PROVIDED WITH THE RFB RESPONSE. 
~.ANUFACTUP..ER•S LITERATURE AND 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
TWO SETS OF DETAILED .MANUFACTURER• S 
LITERATURE AND SPECIFICATIONS SHALL EE 
PROVIDED WITH THE RFB RESPONSE. 

QUE·STIONS P.EGAP.DING THI$ RFB MUST 
BE ADDRESED TO MARY JO BRUSKI. 
PHONE: 551.296.3772. 

--------- LAST ITEM ---------

SOLICITATION TOTAL 
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UNLESS SPECIFIED-OTHERWISE.BELOW: 

SHIP TO: MN DOT AERONAUTICS 
222 E PLATO BLVD 
.MS410 
ST PAUL, MN 55107 

NEED DATE:-07/15/-05 

QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 

l 
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UTILITY A1RCRAFT SPECIFlCA TIONS 

1. General Specifications 
I. l . Air.craft must be a 2006 model year, deliverable by 11/30/2-005. 
1.2. Must be a single-engine aircraft. 
L3. Must be FAA certificated in both the normal an<i'utility categories. 
1 A. Must have double doors for passenger and cargo loading. 
1.5. Must have a minimum of 4 ~eats. 
1.6. Must have an airframe with no current limitations on its servi\::e life. 

2. Avionics 
2.1. Must have fully integrated avionics glass panel flight deck. 
2.2. Dual high definition ~o1or LCD displays. 
2.3. Dual IFR certified GPSs. 
2.4. Dual nav-com transceivers. 
2.5. Mode S transponder with traffic information service. 
2.6. Audio/Marker system. 
2.7. Terrain awareness and warning system {TA WS). 
2.8. Three axis gyro based autopilot. 
2.9. XM satellite weather. 

3. Cockpit Instruments 
3.1. Standby airspeed indicator. 
3.2. Standby altitude indicator. 
3.3. Standby electronic attitude indicator with battery backup. 
3.4. Flight hour recorder. 

4. Systems and Controls 

7/J4iW05 

4.1. Fully functioning tlual controls including rudder pedals and brnkes on the 
copilot's side. 

4.2. Parking brake. 
4.3. Dual static air ports. 

5. Engine and Propeller 
5.1. Engine rated at 300 horsepower or greater 
5.2. 3 bladed propeller. 

6. ElectricalSystem 
6.1. 28 volt~ 100 amp Alternator. 
6.2. Standby alternator, with at least 2-0 amp Capacity. 
6.3. External power receptacle. 

7. External Lights 
7.1. Landing light. 
7.2. Taxi light. 
7 .3. Wing tip and tail navigation light. 
7.4. Anti-collision red Hashing light on tail. 
7 .5. Bottom moWlted white osdllating beacon. 
7 .6. Wing tip and tail strobe lights. 

8. Cabin 
8.1. Air conditioner. 
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8.2. fresh air ventilation system. 
8.3. Pilot's openable storm window. 
8.4. Cabin fire extin_guisher. 

9. Performance 
9.1. Minimum useful load of approximately WOO Jhs. 
9 .2. 140 lets IAS or higher maneuvering -speed. 
9.3. J 5-0 kts IAS minimum extension speed for apprnach flaps and landing gear (if 

equipped with retractable gear). 
9.4. A cruise speed at 20 deg. rich of peak EGT, on a standard day at 8{)()(rMSL of at 

least: 
9.4.1. 167 kts T AS at recommended cruise power settings. 
9.42. 174 kts TAS, maximum recommended cruise speed. 

9.5. Maximum demonstrated crnss-wind component of at least 17 kts. 
9.6. Service ceiling of at least 18,000, MSL 

J 0. Desirable Options 
10.1. Retractable landing gear. 
10.2. TKS Weeping Wing i1:e protection system certified for flight into known 

icing conditions. 
I 0.3. The trade-in aircraft listed and selected under number l 2. below has an 

"~'number assigned to the State -0fI\.finnesota. We may desire to have the 
vendor remove that 4~' .number and obtain and repaint a different .. N" number 
on the aircraft selected for trade-in_ 

11. Desirable Delivery Date and Location 
I 1.1. The -state would prefer delivery in Minnesota before November 1 ~ 2005. 

12. Trade-in 
12.I. The state has two 1978 Model Year Beechcraft A36 Bonanzas:. Nl4MN2 

andN16MN. One of these two aircraft wiU be traded-in on the new aircraft.. 
12.2. The state will arrange for proper transfer and availability of the air-craft 

listed below and selected for trade-in within 30 days after delivery and 
acceptance of the aircraft specifie<l. 

I 2.3. The state has owned and oper-ate-d these air-craft since new. 
12.4. N14MN Specifications 

12.4.1. Damage History 
12.4.LL No damage history. 

12.4.2. New Platinum engine installed in 2000. 
12.4.3. Continental 10-550-B JOO hp with I 1-00 total time since new. 
12.4.4. Hartzell 3 bladed prnpeHer. 
12.4.5. Total time on the airframe is 6910 hrs. 
I2.4.6. Annual inspection-completed July 2005. 
12.4.7. New leather interior in 2005, except for the 5th and 61

h seats. 
12.4.8. JPI engine monitor. 
12.4.9. Dual Gannin 530s. 
12.4.10. Ryan TCAD. 
12.4.11. KFC 150 Auto pifot. 
12.4.12. WX-5-00 Stonn Scope. 
12.4.13. ADF. 
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12A.14. Garmin Mude S Trnnspornkr. 
12.4.15. Sandel EHSL 

12.5. NI6MN Specifications 
12.5.1. Damage History 

12.5.LL Nose gear damaged and repaired. 
12.5 .1.2. Aircrnft was flipped over int-o a snowbank and repaired. 

12.5.2. New Platinum engine installed in 20DO. 
12.5.3. Continental 10-550-B JOO hp with 1156 total time since new. 
12.5.4. McCaulley 3 bladed propeller_ 
12.5.5. Total time on the airframe is 6814 hrs. 
12.5.6. Annual inspection -completed July 2005. 
12.5.7. New leather interior in 2005~ except for the 5th and-61

h seats. 
12.5.8. JPl engine monitor. 
12.5.9. Dual Garmin 530s. 
12.5.l 0. Ryan TCAD. 
12.5.l L KFC 150 Auto pilot. 
12.5.12. \:VX-500 Storm Scope. 
12.5.13. ADF. 
12.5.14. Gannin Mode S Transponder. 
12.5.15. Sandel EHSI. 

13. Price Breakdown 
13.l. The vendor~s price hreakdown should show the price of the new airnaft as 

equipped. The aircraft must meet the minimum specifications listed here, -but 
may .contain additional equipment not listed in these specifications. 

13.2. The vendor's price breakdown should show the trade-in allowance for 
each of the aircraft in 12.4. and 125. above. The state will only be trnding one of 
the aircraft. The state reserves the right to and will make theliecision as{o which 
of the aircraft it will be trading. 

13.3. The vendor's price should also show the price {and any-Oiscounts).for each 
of the desired options under item 10 above. If any of these options are included 
in the price indicated under 13.1. above, the breakdown should dearly 'Show that 
fact. -

13.4. The state may or may not purchase any of the desired options included 
under 10. above. 
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Senate Counsel, Research, 
and Fiscal Analysis 

G-17 STATE CAPITOL 

75 REV. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. BLVD. 

ST. PAUL, MN 55155-1606 
(651) 296-4791 

FAX: (651)296-7747 

Jo ANNE ZOFF SELLNER 

DIRECTOR 

TO: Senator Steve Murphy 

enate 
State of Minnesota 

FROM: Bonnie Berezovsky, Senate Counsel ( 651/296-9191) {'JiJ 

DATE: October 21, 2005 

RE: Appropriation questions regarding MnDOT purchase of airplane· 

The airplane recently purchased by the Commissioner of Transportation was acquired 
without a specific legislative appropriation, by using funds _remaining in the state airports fund at 
the end of the biennium. 

Allowable uses of money in state airports fund 

The state airports fund is established in Minnesota Statutes, section 360.017. Money in 
the fund can be used: 

• to acquire, construct, improve, maintain, and operate airports and air navigation 
facilities; 
• to assist municipalities in constructing, improving, or maintaining airports and air 
navigation facilities; 
• to assist municipalities in initiating, enhancing, and marketing scheduled air service at 
their airports; 
• to promote interest and safety in aeronautics through education and information; and 
•to pay salaries and expenses ofMnDOT related to ·aeronautic planning, administration, 
and operation. 

Statutory language does not clearly allow use of the state airports fund to purchase an 
airplane. 

Governor's requested reduction of FY2005 state airports fund appropriation 

In the Governor's 2006-07 biennial budget request to the Legislature, he proposed 
reducing the FY2005 airport development and assistance portion of the aeronautics appropriation 
by $1.9 million, thereby deferring airport construction projects. This proposal was made because 



MnDOT budget forecasts showed the state airports fund revenues would not otherwis~ support 
current funding levels for the 2006-07 biennium. The Governor proposed this reduction in order 
to maintain base level spending in the next biennium. The Legislature enacted the Governor's 
proposed reduction at Laws of Minnesota 2005 First Special Session, Chapter 6, article 1, section 
2, subdivision 2, paragraph (a)(l). 

The Governor's biennial budget request describes the Aeronautics budget as follows: 

"The Airport Development and Assistance portion of the Aeronautics budget is 
used to fund construction grants, maintenance grants, air service grants, the . 
maintenance of navigational aid systems, and the Pinecreek Airport. The Aviation 
Support and Services portion of the Aeronautics budget is used for salaries, 
operating expenses and maintenance of the state's aircraft." 

Legislative oversight of previous purchases and sale of Department of Transportation airplanes 

In 1993, the Legislature appropriated $2.7 million to the Commissioner of Transportation 
to replace a state airplane. Of that amount, $1. 62 million was from the trunk highway fund, and 
$1.08 million was from the state airports fund. ' 

In 1997, the Legislature appropriated $400,000 to the Commissioner of Transportation 
from the general fund to refurbish a federal surplus jet airplane for state ownership and use. 

In 2001, the Legislature directed the Commissioner of Transportation to seek a federal 
waiver to allow the sale of the airplane purchased in 1997. Any proceeds from the sale of the 
airplane were to be depa.sited in the general fund. 

In 2005, the Commissioner of Transportation purchased an airplane. This purchase was 
not requested by the Governor in his budget; it was not included in any transportation budget bill; 
and no money was appropriated by the Legislature for this purpose. 

BB:cs 
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Presentation to Senate Committee on Transportation: 

October 24, 2005 

Room# 15 State Capitol 

· Chairman Murphy and Members of the Committee; 

First, I want to thank you for allowing me the privilege of addressing you today on this 
important issue. In this brief presentation I will address four significant points. But 
before I begin to address these issues I want to stress a point of clarification. This issue 

d . 
began three months ago, on July 22n , when I was. made aware of a problem regarding a 
very strange bidding issue. Our Regional Sales Manager for Minnesota advised me of 
the salient details in a brief conversation that I found entirely hard to believe. The ·next 
couple of hours proved to be stranger still. As we spoke it became obvious that a public · 
bidding process had been terribly compromised. 

Upon learning of the compromised process we contacted the Administration, in advance 
of the opening of the bids, and advised them that we believed the bidding process had 
been compromised and that the bid should not be opened. We learned on the following 
Monday, July 25th that the bid was in fact opened and awarded. We have made numerous 
contacts with members of the Administration, including members of the Department of 
Aeronautics. The responses received to date have left us frustrated and questioning how 
this chain of events and evidence can be excused as appropriate. To date we have not 
initiated any contacts with any elected officials nor media representatives. In fact, it was 
not until October 4th that we were contacted by elected representatives that had learned 
through their own means of the bidding irregularities arid requested that we meet with 
them to discuss what happened. All of our initiatives pertaining to resolution of this issue 
have been exclusively contained to Administration members. 

My four points are as follows; 

Point one. 

The Minnesota Department of Aeronautics plays a very important role in the safe and 
efficient management of the regional airports within the State of Minnesota. They 
manage and maintain important infrastructure in and around airports that the flying public 
relies upon every day for safe navigation on the highways in the sky. There is a 
tremendous amount of commerce that relies upon efficiency of aviation. Aeronautics is a 
critically important department dedicated to effectively carrying out this mission every 
day. Within the department there are numerous professionals that remain dedicated to 
their important specific missions. My comments are not intended, and should in no way, 
reflect poorly upon the many dedicated individuals that work so very hard to manage our 



. airports. We use these airports virtually every day. We travel throughout the . entire 
country and can assure you that the airports in Minnesota are as well-managed as any in 
the entire country. Much of that credit belongs to the Department of Aeronautics. 

Point two.· 

I have heard media reports that question the validity and appropriateness of the 
Department of ·Aeronautics purchasing a new aircraft for their use. It is absolutely . 

1 appropriate that the department replace·its aging fleet of aircraft. The aircraft that is 
being replaced is a 1978 Beechcraft ·Bonanza. This aircraft, while having served the 
department needs for many years, should be replaced. We do not have the· State Patrol 
driving 1978 squad cars, nor maintain roads with 1978 maintenanc.e vehicles, yet we put 
our aeronautics department in 1978 aircraft and fly our state officials thousands of feet in 
the air for hundreds of hours per year. These vehicles are well maintained, and of very 
high quality. Nonetheless, they are aging .and in need of replacement. To the point, 
nothing lasts forever, and aircraft are no exception to that rule. Further, I would urge the 
Department of Transportation to consider a replacement progr~ not unlike that of other 
critical state transportation vehicles. 

Point three. 

While the purchase of the new aircraft was conducted under inappropriate circumstances, 
it is nonetheless a very high quality aircraft. It is regarded i:ti .the market as one of the 
higher quality products and we have no objection to the purchase of this product, were it 
not for the process followed by the department in its acquisition. We are at· least pleased 
that the aircraft purchased is one that we. laiow will serve the department well. Again; 
our comments are not intended to reflect poorly· on the . Beechcraft products,. nor the 
selling agents involved in the transaction. We hold Beechcraft and its products in high 
esteem. There isn't a pilot I know of that wouldn't speak positively about this aircraft. 
Our issues are not with Beechcraft, nor Elliot Aviation, the dealer involved in this 
transaction. Elliot aviation is a respected part of the aviation community. 

· The Department of Transportation's Administration was recently quoted in a television 
report as having stated that the purchased aircraft was selected because it was the "bigger 
and beefier-aircraft that met the state's specifications". Clearly this was either an ill
informed opinion, or a ridiculous attempt of trying to cover up an altogether convoluted 
process. The purchased .aircraft, while a very competent aircraft ·is neither "beefier" 
(whatever that means) nor "bigger". We are not here however to address the merits of 
the aircraft purchased. We are here to address a much more serious matter. 

Point four. 

Some have asked why this is such a significant issue to us at Cirrus Design. This is truly 
a simple issue. This bid process lacked integrity and this behavior simply cannot be 
tolerated. This is not about us feeling "misled", nor losing a single sale, as some have 
complained. The real issue before you today is found in the inappropriate PROCESS 



followed by the Department of Aeronautics in the bid and ·purchase of this new state 
asset. We don't care if the inappropriate asset purchases involved aircraft, automobiles, 
copy machines, or pencils ... This behavior is unacceptable, and we are here to call the 
process into·. question. .· 

Over the months preceding this transaction we had been invited to demonstrate that our 
aircraft met, or exceeded, the required· mission of the Department of Aeronautics. I do 
not know if other aircraft manufacturers were invited to participate in this evaluation 
process or not. I do know however that in every case our aircraft was demonstrated it 
was found to be capable of the mission placed before it. At uo time was the aircraft 
found to be incapable of meeting a single test placed. upon it by the department. Yet, 
when the time came to bid the aircraft we were unable to secure the bidding documents 
from the department until we finally demanded that the department release them to us, 
and then learned why·we they were avoiding providing them to us. It was upon receipt of 
the bid documents that we found that the "last minute changes" to the specifications had 
been redefined to exclude virtually every aircraft with the exception of the purchased 
aircraft. 

Within Minnesota State Statutes provision is made for "sole source purchase" of products 
and services. These provisions are in plac·e to accommodate a purchase where the needs 
are so specific, or so time-sensitive, that the asset is not able to be competitively bid 
(Section l 6C.10). In those specific cases the appropriate Commissioner is required to 
make a finding that the asset cannot be competitively bid, and assure or certify that a fair 
and marketable price is established to protect the interests of the taxpayer. AU other · 
asset purchases are required to meet the stringent standard of a public process to 
assure the integrity of the competitive bid that protects the interests of the 
Taxpayers of this State. · 

The integrity of the process is found in identifying the mission, or needs, of an asset and 
defining them. sufficiently to provide adequate guidance to prospective bidders. The . 
problem arises in that the decision makers of the· department made a selection of an 
aircraft, for whatever reason, and subsequently abused the process of competitive bidding 
to make the purchase. 

The specifications as finally published reflect an attempt to single-source purchase the 
new aircraft by abusing the public bidding regulations (statutes). Further, the published 
specifications lack the very basic integrity of reflecting the current safety standard for 
certified aircraft. The published specifications actually use the current FAA safety 
standards to disqualify competitive bidders. The use of a - current - safety- standard, 
a current safety standard of a Federal Agency, to restrict competitive bids of other 
manufacturers, is simply unconscionable. This is by any definition a flagrant abuse of the 
system. 

To be absolutely clear, bid specification 1.6, stipulates that the aircraft: 

"Must have an airframe with no current limitations on its service life". 



In 1968 the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) revised the rules for certifying 
aircraft. In so doing they required aircraft seeking certification to meet a standard dealing 
with the concern over life limitations, in recognition of the physical reality that nothing 
mechanical lasts forever. Every aircraft certified under the controlling FAA' s Federal 
Aviation Regulation (FAR part 23) since 1968 has been tested and certified to a "life 
limitation". This regulation certifies that the airframe is capable of safe flight for a 
specified minimum period of time. In the case of all Cirrus aircraft, and virtually every 

1 other current design - of which there are many, they are· certified to 12,000 flight hours. 
This is not to say that the aircraft is not safe beyond the certified 12,000 hours; merely 
that the aircraft would have to be subjected to additional testing or specific periodic. 
inspection to assure its safe performance. 

The purchased aircraft has not been certified to this standard. This single issue does not 
however necessarily make that aircraft unsafe. It simply.means that the minimum extent 
of its life is undefined by testing to this same standard. To portray, or insinuate, any 
undefined limited life is the same as having a limitless life, is simply ridiculous. Every 
mechanical product has a life limitation; the only question is whether or not it has been 
defined by testing. More to the point, however, is that by the inclusion of this 
specification the department has stipulated that they absolutely will not accept, nor even . 
consider, the purchase of any aircraft certified since 1968, and thus, manipulated the bidf 

As you review the balance of the specifications, it becomes painfully clear, thatthey are 
construed to conform to the specific features of only one aircraft option; the purchased 
aircraft. In our review, we were not able to identify any other single. aircraft that would 
have qualified as a responsive bidder. In short, the combination of items listed in the 
specifications coupled with the lack of responsible distribution of documents, as 
evidenced by the submission of but one single bid, effectively resulted in the sole-source 
acquisition of the purchased aircraft. Clearly, the resulting acquisition is. a violation of 
the intent, if not the letter, of the law. 

In Conclusion; 

If you predetermine the outcome _of a public bid process by irresponsible manipulation of 
regulations, and, 

if you intentionally avoid providing bid documents in a responsible manner to those 
requesting them, and, 

if you intentionally go about so narrowly defining the remaining "specifications" such 
that there is but one possible responsive bid ... 

you can call it whatever you want ... but the bid is by definition... "rigged". They can 
sugar-coat it, redefine it, make up stories about it, even regret it, but there is no other 
word for it! This bid was, in my opinion, rigged! 



Frankly, it shouldn't have taken three months for this issue to receive the attention it 
deserved from the Department of Transportation. Further, we know many of the 
members of this important department and believe that those that' know of this chain of 
events would be outraged by this egregious behavior. Further still, every taxpayer of this 
state, individual and businessperson alike, should be sitting here today demanding'" an 
answer for this outrageous abuse of the bidding process. And further still, every single 
bureaucrat trying to defend this a~use of the bidding process.should be ashamed. 

So why· was it important to us to make these points? What do we want to happen as a 
result of our taking on this difficult argument? Our sincere hope is that we have shed a 
very bright light on a defective process sufficient to assure that this behavior is never 
again allowed to take place in Minnesota. 

Thank you for your· gracious attention. I will be ·happy to address any questions you · 
may have. 



State aircraft purchases since 1999 

DNR purchase of used airplane 

Posting date: 9129105 
Closing date: 10111105 
Awarded: 10113105 
Price: $229,000 

Notice posted and sent to 7 vendors, 2 responded 

Aircraft bid: Used Cessna 185F Aircraft 

Specs included: '"] 981 or newer Cessna model l 85F Skywagon with no more than 1500 
hours total time on the airframe, no more than 200 hours on a factory new Continental 
I0-520D engine, and no more than 400 hours since major overhaul of the propeller." 

MnDOT purchase of new utility aircraft 

Posting date: 7/18/05; corrected posting same day (changing title from "New Cirrus 
SR22-FTS Aircraft" to "New Utility Single Engine Aircraft" and amending delivery date 
from 7125105 to 11 /30/05) 
Closing date: 7125105 
Awarded: 7126105 
Price: $633,914 with trade-in 

Notice posted and sent to 12 vendors, 1 responded 

Aircraft bid: New Utility Single Engine Aircraft 

Specs included: "Must be a 2006 model, single engine aircraft. FAA certified in both the 
normal and utility categories. Double doors for passenger and cargo loading. Minimum 
of 4 seats. Airframe must have no current limitations o'n its service life. As per attached 
specifications or approved equal." 

Public Safety purchase of new helicopter 

Posting date: 10122104 
Closing date: 11/5/04 
Awarded: 1119104 
Price: $1,619,000 

Notice posted and sent to 1 vendor (believed to be a single source), 1 responded 



Aircraft bid: Helicopter, Factory New 2004 Bell/Textron 407 

Specs included: "The helicopter must be a factory new Bell 407, with no substitutes 
allowed." [The ""no substitutes" requirement was to ensure standardization of the Public 
Safety fleet which was essential for pilot proficiency and fleet maintenance needs.] 

DNR purchase of used airplane 

Posting date: 6/21101 
Closing date: 719101 
Awarded: 7110/01 
Price: $219, 195 

Notice posted and sent to 11 vendors, 1 responded 

Aircraft bid: Used airplane 

Specs included: "'One used 1981 Cessna, Model 185 Skywagon aircraft with no more 
than 600 hours total on the airframe." 

DNR purchase of used firefighting aircraft 

Posting date: l 0/30/00 
Closing date: 11/15/00 
Awarded: 1211100 
Price: $6,000,000 for 2 planes 

Notice posted and sent to 1 vendor (believed to be a single source), 1 responded 

Aircraft bid: Used fire fighting fixed wing amphibious aircraft 

Specs included: "Two used CL 215 fire fighting fixed wing amphibious aircraft powered 
by Powers and Whitney R2800 engines. These .aircraft must be newer than 1984 and 
both be the same type and model." 

DNR purchase of new airplane 

Posting date: 2/4/00 
Closing date: 2/18/00 
A warded: 2/22/00 
Price: $132, 700 

Notice posted and sent to 3 vendors, 2 responded 



Aircraft bid: Airplane for Camp Ripley 

Specs included: "New model year 2000 American Champion aircraft, model Scout CS" 

Public Safety purchase of helicopter 

Posting date: 9123199 
Closing date: 10/13/99 
Awarded: 10/18/99 
Price: $1,000,000 

Notice posted and sent to 5 vendors, 3 responded 

Aircraft bid: Helicopter for MN State Patrol Aviation 

Specs included: ""Bell helicopter TextronB206 L-4, 1996 or newer. Less than 200 hours 
total time on aircraft and all components." 
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I. IDENTIFICATION OF WITNESS · 

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, OCCUPATION AND BUSINESS 

ADDRESS. 

A~ My name is R .. Craig Morris. I am employed by Qwest Co~oration as a Senior 

Staff Advocate in charge of regulatory compliance. I also manage· MorrisAir. 

MorrisAir provides consulting services to general aviation companies pursuant to 

aircraft acquisition, aircrew training and safety, FAA certification and. compliance. 

business development. My business address is 16412 7th St. Lane South, Lakeland, 

·Minnesota 55043. Some of my clients include: 

• TAG Aviation 

• North Star Aviation 

• The former Regent Aviation Flight Department 

• MTProp 

• Flight Ventures 

Q. PLEASE REVIEW YOUR WORK EXPERIENCE, PRESENT 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND EDUCATION. 

A. I am a life long resident of Minnesota with over 30 year's telecommunications and 

aviation management leadership experience. I currently provide expert testimony in 

State and FCC proceedings regarding telecommunications product, pricing and 

litigation issues. In addition, I am experienced in aviation operations, having served 

in the 934th Tactical Airlift Group - USAF. I have also flown as a flight crew 

member served as Assistant Director of Operations for an aviation charter company. 

i· 
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My company, MorrisAir, provides aviation consulting services in the areas of 

business planning, certification, operational safety, compliance, and aircrew 

training. As a public official I have served as a Mayor, City Council member and 

two term appointee to the Metropolitan Council. I earned BA degrees in Public 

Administration and Business Economics at the University of St. Thomas, and 

Master of Science and Master of Business Administration degree from Stritch 

University. 

Q. HA VE YOU PREVIOUSLY TESTIFIED BEFORE THE MINNESOTA 

LEGISLATURE 

A. Yes, I have previously testified on matters concerning metropolitan governance, the 

status of aviation and matters between the years of 1991 and 1993. 
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II. PURPOSE 

Q. WHAT IS THEPURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIM:ONY? 

A. ·The purpose of my testimony is to provide answers as an objective third party, to 

some of the que~tions raised by the process in which MNDOT has sought to acquire 

an aircraft. That aircraft, while for the purpose of serving as a utility and facilities 

monitoring airc~aft, is an asset that has some risk associated with it. My testimony 

will provide additional perspective without any vested interest in the :firial outcome 

or decision by the state, relative to the awarding of a purchase contract for said 

aircraft. 
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III. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

My testimony provides an objective third party opinion about the process and · 

some of the factors used byMNDOT to describe its requirements for a single 

engine utility aircraft. The current process has resulted in several questions and, or 

concerns being raised about the adequacy and fairness of the provisions identified 

· in the RFP by MNDOT. My testimony demonstrates that while the process used is 

adequate, the specifications included in the MNDOT RFP may not be sufficient to 

ensure that all of the safety, economic and operating characteristics were fully 

articulated. Without such considerations its conceivable the State may not have 

acquired the most efficient and operationally safe aircraft that could be obtained. 

Several issues relating to economic performance, safety benefits and other 

attributes were not addressed in favor of developing a contract that limited the 

state in its selection of an aircraft vendor. 
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IV. EXPERIENCE WITH AIRCRAFT UNDER REVIEW 

Q. DESCRIBE YOUR AVIATION EXPERIENCE,. AND IN PARTICULAR 

. YOUR FAMILIARITY WITH THE RAYTHEON BONANZA AND CIRRUS 

AIRCRAFT? 

A. I have over· twenty five years in aviation, hold advanced flight ratings and am 

current. I have flown in the Bonanza model and have logged a total of 1200 hours 

in other Raytheon aircraft. I have not flown the Cirrus aircraft. I have conducted an 

extensive literature review of product information, industry journals, and NTSB and 

FAA reports,. including airworthiness directives for both airplanes. 

Q. WHAT IS A MEANT BY THE TERM "AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE? 

A. An Airworthiness Directive or AD, is an official declaration of conditions affecting 

an aircraft for which an unsafe condition may exist. No flight can be made using 

that aircraft unless the condition has been corrected and the aircraft is in compliance 

with the AD. 

See.URL 

http://www.plainlanguage.gov/examples/before after/airworthydirective.cfin 

Q. DO BOTH THE RAYTHEON AND CIRRUS AIRPLANES HA VE AD'S 

A. Yes, both have AD' s that apply to their flight operations 
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V OPERATIONAL QUESTIONS CONCERNING AIRCRAFf 

Q. DID THE SPECIFICATION FOR AN AIRFRAME WITH A NO LIFE 

LIMITATION THAT WAS WRITTEN INTOTHE MN/DOT-

BEECHCRAFT CONTRACT INCREASE THE LEVEL OF FINANCIAL 

RISK FOR MINNESOTA TAXPAYERS? MORE BROADLY, DID THIS. 

LANGUAGE CHANGE THE LIABILITY RISK FOR EITHER PARTY -

THE MANUFACTURER OR THE STATE? 

A. Indirectly, yes. Due to the scope of the limit on airframes with a no limit 

certification by the FAA, MNDOT limited essentially only one vendor fo be . 

considered. This precluded other vendors from being considered who may have 

been able to demonstrate safety features or attributes that in the unlikely event of a 

future cause for litigation may have placed the State in a position where it could be 

alleged the safest aircraft was not selected, and thus provide exposure in such a 

case. This question should be addressed by the States Attorney General. The 

question must be raised about "Why" this feature was being sought, and what the 

cost /benefit is to the state. 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN FURTHER WHAT YOU MEAN. 

A. Most aircraft and aircraft parts are certified for use for a specific period of time. 

This can be often broken down into hours or other units of measure for which the 

component can be used, and then must be replaced. The FAA under CFR part 23, 
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required Cirrus to have a life limit imposed on their airframe as a condition of that 

aircraft's certification. At the same time the FAA granted to all other American 

certified aircraft a no life limit stay. This in effect grandfathered those previously 

certified aircraft. For those previously certified airplanes 'there is no data to suggest 

the actual safe life for those airframes. This is an important point and should have 

been considered by MNDOT as they were developing their specifications. 

Q. IS THERE AN ECONOMIC OR SAFETY BENEFITS TO REQURING A NO 

LIFE LIMIT AIRFRAME? 

A. There is no data t9 suggest a safety advantage can be demonstrated for aircraft with 

a no life limit airframe. There may be the potential to realize economic benefits 

such as: 

• Reduced insurance premiums 

• Better resale value 

• Lower operating costs 

In speaking with three providers of aircraft insurance, I have been advised that a no 

life limit airframe would not necessarily reduce premiums for a new aircraft. With 

respect to resale, most GA airplanes today are holding their resale value but do not 

appreciate in value, thus if a buyer wanted a used GA aircraft with a no life limit 

airframe, this may be a key selling point, but the resale prices of used aircraft do not 

reflect a selling benefit relating to this attribute. Finally, there is no data to suggest 
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that there is an operating cost benefit. Talcing the most extreme case of a twenty year 

payback, the aircraft would need to be owned and used for a period beyond twenty 

years, in order for this attribute to provide a potential payback for the incremental 

increase in the initial purchase price. Most states replace their aircraft, including 

Minnesota, in less than twenty years. 

Q. IF YOU WERE CHARGED WITH THE TASK OF PURCHASING A 

GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT FOR A PUBLIC AGENCY WOULD 

YOU SPECIFICALLY REQUIRE AN AIRCRAFT WITH NO 

LIMITATIONS ON THE SERVICE LIFE OF ITS AIREFRAME? EXPLAIN. 

A. No. The FAA has required certain manufactures to have limits on their airframes 

based on testing. Further the FAA has stipulated that other manufactures by virtue 

of their prior certification, received a protected ''No life limit" endorsement as part 

of their certification. This does not mean those aircraft are any safer. In fact, those 

aircraft have not had to demonstrate through certification or prior product testing, 

what the limits of their airframes useful life may actually be. Thus, if it were left to 

me, I would place a higher value on those aircraft certified as having as part of their 

conditions, a known life factor on the airframe, especially if the aircraft was going 

to be used for an extended period of time. 

Q. AS AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS FAMILIAR WITH THE BROAD PUBLIC 

POLICY CONCERNS, WHAT PUBLIC POLICY DOES THIS CONTRACT 

LANGUAGE SERVE, IF ANY? 
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A. As a trustee of the public's interest it would be my p,osition to ensure that fully 

competitive bidding takes place and to ensure that all aspects of the markets ability 

to meet my needs, were met. By designing a list of specifications that effectively · 

limits the vendor options, does not provide this. In my opinion these decisions may 

have limited the ability for the state to know its getting the best possible option for 

its money. 

Q. THE SR-22 HAS AN 1150 POUND USELFUL LOAD. WHAT TYPES OF 

SERVICE CAN THIS AIRCRAFT PERFORM AS COMPARED TO THE 

RA YHEON AIRRAFT WITH A USEFUL LOAD OF 1113 POUNDS 

A. From a utility load perspective the aircraft are essentially equal. From a mission 

perspective, the Raytheon aircraft may allow more seats within the cabin area, but 

fuel, loading and distribution of weight within the aircraft then becomes more 

critical.· I more fully explain this later in my testimony. 

Q. HOW DOES THE AVAILABILITY OF A CARGO DOOR MAKE A 

UTILITY AIRCRAFT MORE USEFUL.FOR HAULING CARGO? 

A. For those missions when hauling freight or cargo a cargo door is advantageous. 

This attribute makes it easier to load, secure and remove items safely from the 

aircraft. 

Q. HOW MANY PEOPLE CAN THE SR-22 CARRY? 
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A. The SR-22 can easily accommodate up to four seats. As with any aircraft the 

number of people is more an issue of weight. The Raytheon Bonanza can 

accommodate six seats. However, prior to each flight the pilot must evaluate the 

fuel needed, and then adjust for flight conditions, the fuel, payload and number 

passengers that can be safely accommodated based on the manufactures 

specifications. If using a four seat configuration the Cirrus SR-22 can seat the same 

number of people as the Raytheon Bonanza. The Cirrus cabin is wider and for most 

average size adults, the occupants would have the same experience in either aircraft. 

Q. DOES PUTTING TWO ADULTS IN THE BACK OF AN SR-22 SHIFT THE 

CENTER OF GRAVITY TOO FAR? 

A. No 

Q. DOES THE SR-22 HA VE ADTIONAL SAFTEY CONCERNS AS IT'S LOAD 

BECOMES HEAVIER? 

A. The SR-22 does not have any additional safety concerns regarding its load or 

weight as compared to the Raytheon Bonanza. Both aircraft are.subject to weight 

and balance limitations based on design. The bonanza does have the advantage of 

· more reward cargo when all four seats are occupied. The SR-22 does employ newer 

technology including higher G load rated seats, a ballistic parachute recovery 

system and advanced avionics to decrease the pilot workload. The safety features of 

both the Cirrus and Raytheon aircraft are not dependant on operational weights. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Q. DOES TIDS CONLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY · 

A. ·Yes it does. Thank you. 
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Jn a January 2003 report on "Professional/TechnicaJ Contrac~ing," the Office of the Legislative 
Auditor (OLA) cited Admin data showing that 23 percent of professional/technical contracts are 
approved as single source contracts - i.e., awarded_ without open competition. That percentage is as 
high as 47 percent in some agencies. Ba.sed on its review, the OLA concluded that many single source 
contracts were appropriate, but that there were "several instances where agencies used a single source 
process to select a contractor when it did not seem warranted." 

. . . . 

The 2003 legislature increased its expectations for administrative oversight of non-competitive 
procurements. For certain professional/technical con.tracts, agency heads must prepare a report for the 
Department of Administration (Admin) and the Legislative Reference Library. The report is to include 
a performance evaluation of the contractor and - when applicable~ an explanation of why the contract 
was not competitively awarded. New legislation also requires Admin to track the number of single 
source contracts awarded. 

Policy objectives: 

• To ensure a more consistent application of the statutory single source requirements. 
• To provide agency contract and procurement staff with helpful guidance and direction 

regarding appropriate use of the single source exception to the solicitation process. 
• To assure the legislature, vendors and others that Adm in is providing the level of oversight · 

expected and that the single source exception is not being misused. 

Relevant statutes and definitions: 

Minn. Stat. 16C.02, Subd. 18: "Single source" means an acquisition where, after a search, only one 
supplier is determined to be reasonably available for the required product, service, or construction 
item. 
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Minn. Stat. 16C.10, Subd. 1: The solicitation process described in this chapter is not required when 
there is clearly and legitimately only a single source for the goods and services and the commissioner 
[of Administration] determines that the price has been fairly and reasonably established. 

Scope of pol icy: 

This policy applies to all state procurements including contracts for goods, services, utilities, building 
construction and professional/technical services where the use of the single source exception to the 
competitive procurement process is being requested. Single source justification is not required for 
interagency agreements. 

Policy: 

Executive and legislative branch policy supports fair and open competition as a foundation of public 
procurement. Although single source procurements are entirely appropriate and reasonable in certain 
circumstances, they must be avoided when other reasonable options exist. Before an agency asserts 
that th~ intended procurement is a single source, it must conscientiously attempt to identify multiple 
vendors or multiple brands. Even when the agency believes thatthere is only a single source, it can be 

• 

beneficial to undertake a competitive solichation process. Going through that process will • 
automatiCally ensure that all statutory elements ofsihgle source procurenierit have been met (the 
search, one supplier available, a fair price). Competition, whether real or perceived; can help control 
prices and result in more favorable terms for the state. . · · 

If the competitive process is not used to validate the single supplier and fair price, alternative methods 
are available to document the statutory eleinentsof single source. The burden of proof is on the 
requesting agency to justify single source procurements. 

Examples Of situations where the single source exception is likely to be approved with Jl1inimal 
documentation: · 

• Legislative or an appropriation dictating who must perform a service or provide a product; 
• Specific expert witnesses required in writing by the Office of the Attorney General for 

litigation purposes; 
• Mailing lists, subscriptions (but not subscription services) or media advertising; and 
• W?rranties voided if others provide service. 

Examples of situations where the single source exception is likely to be approved with thorough 
documentation: 

• Software license renewals/additions and software upgrades when available from only one 
source; 

• Equipment that legitimately requires brand compatibility with existing equipment when 
available from only one manufacturer or sole authorized distributor; 

• Other proprietary situations based on patents, copyrights, etc.; 
• Legitimate critical situations involving severe adverse consequences not brought on by Jack of 

advance planning; and 
• A 11 other situations where a search fails to identify viable alternatives. 

• 
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Examples of situations where the single source exception is unlikely to be approved: 
• Personal or agency preference for a product, brand or vendor; 
• Agency perception that the vendor is the best qualified (this should be determined through a 

competitive process); 

• Lack of planning by the agency resulting in limited time available for a competitive 
solicitation; 

• Special incentives or deals offered by one vendor; 
• Past or existing relationship with the proposed vendor or past performance by the vendor; and 
• Convenience for the agency. 

Procedure for determining whether statutory elements have been met: 

Agencies seeking approval to enter into a single source contract without going through a formal 
competitive process must adequately document having met the statutory requirements. The attached 
forms are intended to assist agencies in doing so: 

• Professional/technical contract single source request form; and 
• Goods/non-PIT services single source request form. 

• Use of these forms is recommended but not mandatory. The key is fully addressing the statutory 
requirements---:. which, alternatively, could be accomplished _in a form customized by the requesting 
agency or in a written description, 

• 

Requests for single source approvals must be signed by either the agency head or by an individual with 
specific delegated authority to sign single source requests on behalf of the agency head. 

Documentation of the basis for a single source determination shall be retained in the contract file. It is 
public information. An agency may be required to justify its single source procurement in cases of 
audits, vendor protests, media or legislative inquiries and litigation. For professional/technical 
contracts over $50,000, agency heads are required by statute fo explain the basis for any single source 
contracts in post-contract reports and performance evaluations. 

If you have any questions concerning this policy, please contact Kent Allin, Materials Management 
Director, at 651.296.1442. 

Attachments 



GOODS AND SERVICES 
SINGLE SOURCE JUSTIFICATION FORM 

This form is to be used when an agency believes an acquisition is a single source and the acquisition dollar amount 
is above $2,500. The Agency Head or Agency Head Delegate must sign if the acquisition is over $5,000. If the 
acquisition's estimated dollar amount is over the delegated authority for local purchase (ALP) of the certified buyer 
or $25,000, whichever is lower, the form must be submitted for approval to: Department of Administration, 
Materials Management Division, 112 Administration Building, 50 Sherburne Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55155, Fax 
number 651.297.3996. The signed form must be retained in the purchasing file. 
DEPARTMENT NAME DIVISION NAME 

PROPOSED CONTRACT VENDOR NEED IDENTIFIED (date) 
Company: 
Address: REQUESTED DELIVERY DATE 

Telephone: 
Web Address: QUOTED PRICE 

Contact: 
$ E-mail: 

DESCRIPTION OF GOODS OR SERVICE REQUIRED: 

SINGLE SOURCE CATEGORY (Check applicable box, attach documentation or provide explanation below.) 

0 Legislation or appropriatfon iTiandates use of contract vendor 
(Legislation attached) 

0 Mailing lists, subscriptions or media advertising 

0 Warranty voided if service provided by other contract vendor 

0 Other 

O · Software license renewals, additions, or upgrades available 
from only one source 

O Brand compatibility available from only one source (no other 
distributors) 

0 Other proprietary situation 

THIS PROCURMEN~ IS A SINGLE SOURCE BECAUSE (attach additional page if needed): 

NOTE: The following are unlikely to be sufficient single source justifications: 
• Personal or agency preference for a product or vendor 
+ Agency perception that the vendor is the best qualified (this should be determined through a competitive process) 
+ Lack of agency planning resulting in limited time to conduct a competitive procurement 
• Past or existing relationship with the vendor 
+ Special incentive or deal offered (can be assessed in open and competitive solicitation) 
+ Agency convenience 

SEARCH 
Minnesota Statute ~ l 6C.02 subdivision 18 states: "Single source" means an acquisition where, after a search, only one 
supplier is determined to be reasonably available for the required product, service, or construction item. 

A search was conducted consisting of: (check all that apply) RESULTS 
D Market research AFTER THE SEARCH ... 
D Other vendors ,contacted D no alternatives were identified 
D Public notice given, list D no alternatives were deemed 
D Other acceptable because (explain below): 

Single Source Just. Fonn ( 06/04) 
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Describe the search from above in detail: 

PRICE 
Minnesota Statute~ l 6C. l 0 subdivision 1 states: The solicitation process described in this chapter is not required when there 
is clearly and legitimately only a single source for the goods and services and the commissioner has determined that the price 
has been fairly and reasonably established. 
Price has been fairly and reasonably established by: D Comparison to public sector contract pricing 

O Comparison to previous comparable purchases 
from a different vendor 

D Independent estimate 

D Discount off published catalog pricing 

D Market survey 

D Other, explain: 

Describe methodology and results {attach any written supporting data, e.g., survey or market analysis): 

· CERTIFICATIONS 
certify: 

I) I recognize that state law requires the use of competitive solicitations unless exempted by law. I have reviewed the 
information and materials relevant to this procurement of goods and services, and am requesting approval of an 
exception to the competitive process for the reasons described; 

2) . the price to be paid to the proposed single source vendor is fair, reasonable, and provides the best value to the State 
of Minnesota; and 

3) this request for an exception to the competitive solicitation process is not the result of inadequate advance planning 
or for purposes of sec.uring the services of a preferred vendor. 

Signature of Person Requesting Single Source Status or ALP Certified Buyer (Required) 

Fax Number: Date: _____ _ 

2. Agency Head or Agency Head Delegate Signature (Agency Head or Agency Head Delegate must sign if the 
single source request is over $5,000.) 
Signature: Fax Number: Date: --------

Single Source Just. Form (06/04) 



3. Dept. of Administration or ALP Certified Delegate Signature (ALP Certified Buyers can approve only 
up to their delegated authority, but not to exceed $25,000. All other requests must be signed by the appropriate MMD staff.) ' 

D Approved. y ~u are given a one-time special delegation to process this Single Source acquisition." v • 

D Approved. Please send an Open Market Requisition (OMR) to MMD to process. 

D NotApproved. Reason: ___________________________ ~ • Signature: ____________________ _ Date: ---,-------

Title: E-mail: Phone Number: 
------'------~- ----------- --------

Single Source Just. Fonn (06/04) 



Statement by Lt. Governor/Mn/DOT Commissioner Carol Molnau 
Senate Transportation Committee October 24, 2005 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to discuss 
Mn/DOT' s recent purchase of a Beechcraft Bonanza airplane. As Commissioner 
Badgerow and I indicated in our letter to the committee, Mn/DOT and the Department 
of Administration are prepared to provide complete and thorough information regarding 
this transaction. 

I would like to take the opportunity to stress to the committee and the public that Cirrus 
Aviation, located in Duluth, manufactures and markets wonderful airplanes. Cirrus is a 
strong Minnesota company and an asset to Minnesota's business community. In this 
circumstance, however, the Cirrus aircraft simply did not meet the state's needs. 

Earlier this year, Mn/DOT' s Office of Aeronautics did propose to increase the number 
of planes in Mn/DOT' s fleet through a "single-source" purchase of a Cirrus aircraft. 
Our aeronautics staff had many discussions with Cirrus about this idea and also 
examined the Cirrus aircraft. 

Under this proposal, Mn/DOT would have purchased two planes in a relatively short 
period of time - the Cirrus aircraft and a replacement for one of our working utility 
Bonanzas. By recommendation of the state's professional pilots and aviation officials, 
the Cirrus aircraft was never considered as a replacement for our aging, working 
Bonanzas. 

On June 29, I made the decision that increasing the number of airplanes in Mn/DOT's 
fleet was neither justi:fie4_nor fiscally prudent. On that basis, I rejected the Office of 
Aeronautics proposal to increase the fleet through a single-source purchase of a Cirrus 
aircraft. I did, however, accept the premise that it was time to replace one of our 
working Bonanzas. 

My decision and direction to the Office of Aeronautics was clear: (1) purchase one 
aircraft, not two; and (2) move forward to replace the 1978 Bonanza in the manner 
recommended by aeronautics staff. My decision was based on fiscal prudence, safety 
of our employees and sound capital management. 

The plane Mn/DOT purchased - the Beechcraft Bonanza - is th(f plane type the 
professional pilots and aviation staff strongly recommended as necessary to meet the 
state's working needs in replacing our aging Bonanza fleet. The new plane, sold to the 
state by a Minnesota company, Elliot Aviation in Eden Prairie, is scheduled for delivery 
sometime in mid November. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Commissioner Badgerow, agency staff and I stand ready to 
provide detailed information on this transaction. 

An equal opportunity employer 



~\~NES~ 
f -ig. Minnesota Department of Transportation 
~ ~ 
\ ~§ Transportation Building 

;-°FT\'\~ 395 John Ireland Boulevard 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899 

October 21, 2005 

The Honorable Steve Murphy 
306 Capitol 
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
St. Paul, MN 55155 

Dear Senator Murphy: 

Thank you for your letters of October 17 and 18, 2005, announcing the Senate 
Transportation Committee's plan to hold a hearing October 24 to discuss Mn/DOT' s 
recent purchase of a Beechcraft Bonanza airplane. We want to assure you that Mn/DOT 
and DOA are fully supportive of your committee's inquiry and we appreciate the 
opportunity to provide committee members a thorough presentation of the facts involved 
in this purchase. 

As you requested, we will be in attendance at the hearing. Mn/DOT and DOA stand 
ready to provide you and the committee the information outlined below: 

I. Mn/DOT Office of Aeronautics (background): State airplane fleet - operating 
agencies, numbers of planes, model types. Mn/DOT' s airplane fleet - # of planes, 
makes, age, uses. Specifics of the two Mn/DOT Bonanzas in question - age, 
specific uses, hours, staff who use the planes, cargo carried, etc~ 

II. Mn/DOT Office of Aeronautics: Discussions With Cirrus Design regarding 
potential "single-source" purchase of Cirrus SR22-GTS aircraft. Original 
proposal by Office of Aero for single-source purchase of Cirrus SR22-GTS to 
increase number of planes in Mn/DOT' s fleet. Impacts to Mn/DOT' s fleet and 
fleet replacement strategies if Cirrus is purchased via "single-source" contract. 

III. Department of Adrp.inistration: DOA receipt and review of Office of Aero 
proposal for single-source purchase of Cirrus SR22-GTS. Background on single
source review process, requirements for approval, relevant rules & statutes, etc. 
Reasoning for sending Office of Aero request back to Mn/DOT for executive 
level approval. 

IV. Mn/DOT Commissioner: Commissioner/ executive staff review process, time line, 
concerns raised, recommendations to Lt. Governor. Lt. Governor decisions and 
direction to Office of Aero: (1) purchase only one aircraft, not two; and (2) 
approve purchasing a replacement for the 1978 Bonanza, as recommended by 
Aero staff, on a competitive bid basis. 

An equal opportunity employer 
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V. Mn/DOT Office of Aeronautics: -Justification for replacing '78 Bonanza, age, 
safety concerns, FAA Airworthiness Directive. Needs associated with ·replacing 
the 1978 Bonanza - cargo space, de-icing certification, FAA classification, etc. 
June 29, 2005, memo - state pilots describing preferences in replacing Bonanza. 
(Pilots will be available for testimony.) Formal state RFB, key specifications and 
explanation of specs. Comparison of Cirrus and Bonanza aircraft - why Cirrus 
SR22-GTS did not meet the state's needs in replacing a Bonanza. -

VI. Department of Administration: Formal posting of state RFB (7118) and addendum 
correcting RFB title (7 /19). Received bid and approval process. Comparison of 
RFB to other state aircraft purchases. -

Materials/documents for committee: 
-

• State of Minnesota 2005-06 Aircraft Inventory 
• DOA ~ormational Bulletin 03.16; "Single Source Procurement Policy" 
• "Single Source Justification Form" proposed to DOA by Office of Aeronautics 
• Published 7 /18 competitive RFB, with 7 /19 addendum correcting RFB title! 
• Office of Aeronautics memo dated 6/29/05, Larry Myking to Raymond Rought, 

subj.: Replacement Aircraft. 

We would be happy to augment this information and provide other documents at your 
request. Please be advised, however, that Duane Dunconson, whom you requested to 
be available to testify, is no longer with Mn/DOT and has returned to a position at the 
state PCA. All other Mn/DOT and DOA employees you requested will be available. 

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to review this issue with your committee. 

Sincerely, 

·eav-L~~ 
Carol Molnau 
Lt. Governor/Mn/DOT Commissioner 

Cc: Senate Transportation Committee members 

Dana B. Badger 
Commissione of 



Minnesota Department of Transportation 

Transportation Building 
395 John lrelano Boulevard 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899 

October 21:> 2005 

The Honorable Wes Skoglund 
124 State Capitol 
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
St. Paul:> MN 55155 

Dear Senator Skoglund: 

·I am writing in response to your October 14, 2005, letter concerning Mn/DOT' s recent purchase 
of a Beechcraft Bonanza airplane. Please find attached a memo from Mr. Ray Rought:> director 
ofMn/DOT's Office of Aeronautics:> which provides answers to the questions you posed. The 
information in Mr. Rought' s memo will also be covered by Mn!DOT at the Senate 
Transportation Committee hearing October 24:> 2005. Also attached is a letter from Lt. Governor 
Molnau and Department of Administration Commissioner Badgerow to Senator Steve Murphy 
concerning the 10/24 hearing. 

I hope this information is helpful. Please contact me if you would like further ~formation. 

~/fl;:;/ RobertJ.~ . 
Assistant to the Commissioner for Policy and Public Affairs 
651-297-3099 

Cc: Lt. Governor Molnau 

An equal opportunity employer 



f iii "t Minnesota Department of Transportation 

\'-91!} 
OFT Memo 

Office of Aeronautics 
Mail Stop 410 
222 East Plato Boulevard 
St. Paul, MN 55107-1618 

October 21~ 2005 

To: Bob Mcfarlin 

· From: Ray Rought 

Subject: Sen. Skoglund questions 

Office Tel: 612/296-8046 
Fax: 612/297-5643 

What is the plane used for? ~o and what does it transport? 

The Bonanzas transport Mn/DOT employees and others to accomplish the work of the office. 
This includes: airport safety inspections~ safety seminars, pavement surveys and meetings with 
airport managers and sponsors. The office staff travels to inspect construction p;rojects and 
maintain state owned air nayigation aids such as VHF Omni-directiorial Range (VOR) sites and 
Automated Weather Observation Stations (A WOS). When ·the µeed arises the Bonanzas allow 
us to get to any airport in the state on short notice including the ability to get to cJ;itical 
navigational aids when they are in need of repair. · 

In addition to people, the aircraft are used to carry tools and equipment, safety publications for 
safety seminars, audio/visu~l equipment, and luggage for oveniight trips. Some of the cargo is 
bulky and/or heavy. We routinely transport computers and monitors for the weather stations 
and runway marking cones that are 36" wi~e at the base and 18" high.! 

What is the average number of passengers carried; who are they; what jobs do they 
have? 

The average number of passengers is between two and three. While there are few trips that 
require more than four seats, the need does occasionally arise. Most usage is by our employees 
as :indicated above. Though the King Air aircraft are normally used for the air transportation 
needs of the state, the Bonanza aircraft are available for urgent use of the Governor, Lt. . 
Governor, Commissioner of Transportations, Legislators and other state government agencies 
on official business. The number of people in the aircraft can vary from 2-5 depending on the 
purpose for the trip and/or the needs. 

What specifications of the Bonanza cQuldn't be met by t~e Cirrus SR-22? 

The Specification calls for an aircraft certified in both the normal and utility categories. The 
Cirrus is not certified in the utility category. While this would not restriction us in the manner 
in which we use the aircraft, to be certified in the utility category the aircraft has to be able to 
withstand a higher "G~' loading. ~'G'' loading happens in maneuvering flight when the pilot 
pulls the nose of the aircraft up. It also occurs when flying through turbulence. The limits of 
the normal category should be sufficient for our usage, but the higher limits of the utility 
category giye us a larger safety margin. 

The specification calls fo~ double doors for passenger and cargo loading. The specification 
should have listed minimum d:imensions inst~ad of requiring double doors. Aircraft such as the 



Cessna Caravan and the Socata IBM 700 both have cargo doors that would facilitate the cargo 
we need to be able to load. The double door dimensions on the Bonanza are 36" hi@ by 55" 
wide. The Cirrus has a small cargo door that does not meet our needs. The cargo door 
dimensions of the Cirrus are 25'' high by 24S' wide. In addition to being able to load 
oversized cargo through these doors, the doors on the Bonanza are accessible while standing on 
the ground. To load oversized cargo in the Cirrus it must be loaded through the passenger 
loading doors while standing on the wing~ If the item is also heavy it would be impossible to 
load usi:ri.g proper lifting techniques to prevent back injury. 

The specification calls for an aircraft with no current limitations on its service life. The Cirrus 
is cuqently tht( only aircraft with a service life limit We purchased the current Bonanzas in 
1978 and we would expect that the replacement aircraft would be held for a similar length of 
time. Should we use the majority of the service life, we would expect that the resale value of 

. the aircraft would be adversely affected. We are getting 90% of the original purchase price of 
the B<?nanza in trade and our other Bonanza was valued at 115% of its original purchase price. 

The specification calls for a three axis, gyro based autopilot The autopilot in the Cirrus is a 
two axis, rate based autopilot. While the three-axis autopilot is nice, it really isn't an 
operational factor ·in an aircraft the size of the Bonanza. The fact that the autopilot is gyro 
based rather than rate based makes the autopilot smoother and more accurate. 

The specification calls for a service ceiling of at least 18,000 feet. The Cirrus is limited to 
17 ,500 feet 

The specification lists as a desirable option the 1KS weeping wing ice protection system 
certified for flight into known icing conditio:t;IS. While the Cirrus has the 1XS weeping wing 
ice protection system available, the aircraft has not been certified for flight into known icing 
conditions. Regardless of the systems capabilities, pilots are restricted by regulation from 
operating in areas of known icing unless the system is certified. Sin~e the temperature drops as 
the aircraft climbs, we have days where there are areas of known icing in Minnesota from 
September through May .. Not being able to fly in known icing conditions causes us to cancel 
many fligh~s each year. 

What was wrong with the old plane? 

The Bonanzas have served us well for more than 27 years. While the aircraft are well 
maintained the basic aircraft is getting old. There have been several articles in aviation 
publications lately about aging aircraft. Metal fatigue is a concern. Currently early Beechcraft 
Ment9r aircraft are grounded because of wing cracks that have led to wing failures in flight that 
have b~en universally fatal. There is an Airworthiness Bulletin to regularly inspect the wings 
of our Bonanzas for cracks in the spars. While this is not a cause for immediate concern, it is a 
so~d business practice to replace the aircraft at a point Where the aircraft reta~ resale value. 

'Why wasn't it overhauled instead of sold? 

While the baSic aircraft is 27 years old, the engine in the Bonanza has been overhauled or 
replaced at least four times. The engines, like many parts on aircr3.ft have a service life and are 

. regularly overhauled or replaced at specified intervals. All the other parts on the aircraft do not. 
have a service life and are only replaced when they fail. we have taken good care of the aircraft 
to be able to get not only 27 years of service out of the aircraft, but also a good trade-in vaiue. 
The aircraft has be~n painted twice and the interior has been reupholstered twice. The avionics 
used for communication and navigation have also been updated twice. 



Qn 1-10 scale how essential is an aircraft in the Bonanza/Cirrus category for the state, 
·and why? 

The Bonanzas help us maintain the safety of the national airspace system. They give Mn/DOT 
Aeronautics the ability to rapidly get to a navigational aid that needs repair and get that piece of 
equipment functioning again in the least amount of time. These navigational aids are part of the 
national airspace system and are used by pilots not only landing in Minneso~ but tran$iting 
through the skies overhead. 

The Bonanzas allow us to be more responsive to our aviation customers. Mn/DOT Aeronautics 
serves more than. 140 airports throughout the state from our office in St Paul. Our personuel, 
with the Bonanzas to aid them, accomplish on average more than 50 airport inspections per 
year, and average more than 20 service calls per month. 

, The Bonanzas increase productivity and reduce cost. These aircraft provide us with the ability 
to get to our customers: the airports in Minne~ota and back in the same day. This eliminates 
long hours on the road spent driving instead of working. In many cases the Bonanzas allow us 
to do in one day, what would otherwise be an overnight trip. This ~liininates the cost of lodging 
as well as improving the quality of life for department employees. 

The Bonanzas help us to understand the needs of our customers. When traveling by air we are 
utilizing the system we support. Just as Mn/DOT trucks drive the highways they maintain, our 
aircraft utilize the navigation systems of the highways in the sky, and the airports that we 
service. Approximately 130 navigational aids in Minnesota are actually owned, operated; and 
maintained by the State. These navigational aids are also part of the national airspace system 
and are ·critical to aviation navigation and safety. 

Our customers expect us to be experts in aviation and the Bonanzas help us to fill that 
expectation. These aircraft give us first h&nd knowledge of the state of the system we support. 
Through this insight we are able to identify the are~ that need improvement and to focus our 
activities to best serve our customers. 

On a scale of 1-10 the Bonanzas are a 9. They are small enough to be affordable to operate, yet 
they have the technology to allow us to effectively utilize all of the navigation systems 
available. They are fast enough to get anywhere in the state and back the same day and are 
capable oflanding at all the public a.lrports in the state. They are also fully equipped for IFR 
(instrument flight rules) :flight. In addition, the new Bonanza will add the capability for flight 
through icing conditions, thus·enhancing productivity, while increasing overall operational 
safety. They have an excellent load-carrying capability and are a flexible aviation platform that 
meets the needs of the Aeronautics missions. 


